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Editor? Notes

Contracted customized training for business and industry is a significant

new program fonts outlining at community colleges. The programs
are being provided for a wide variety of firms as a result of a combina-
tion of social and economic forc_s at work in society for the last decade.
This specialized education for the private sector is one of the reasons
why mn:ullity colleges are gaining in stature across the country.

This sourcebook describes and analyzes customized education
and training from a number of vantage points, When describing how
and what it being done, the varied viewpoints expressed by the contrib-
utors illustrate that there is, as yet, no one accepted way to structure or
organize. a college to most effectively otter training. What is also clear
from the programs described is that local needs and conditions within
the community to be served and within the college providing the pro-
gram dictate most strongly what and how successfull programs are
offered. The development of customized education and training is fol-
lowing the strong community college tradition of meeting local and
regional needs with uniquely local solutions.

Chapters One, Two, Three, and Eight deal with the definition,
organization, and delivery of programs. Kopecek, in Chapter One,
defines and describes customized training and presents an integrated
organizational model. Connor, on the other hand. in Chapter Three,
argues strongly that a centralized organizational structure staffed by
generalists produces the best results. In Chapter Two, Clarke' compares
and contrasts several aspects of the training function with traditional
credit programs, and Kaplan in Chiipter Eight delineates components
necessary lit' the successful program implementation.

Chapters Four, Five, and Six describe significantly different but
sucesslid training programs being offered in three different states.
Owen, in Chapter' Five, presents a detailed statement of the North
( :arolina training system implemented over the last twenty years. This
historically developed presentation illustrates what can be done with
strong, enlightened governmental support at the state level. In Chapter
Four, Day outlines a cooperative program, worked out by the college
mid a major producer of basic metals. Of note is the emphasis in this
program on utilizing the DACUM approach to curriculum develop-
ent. McGuire, in Chapter Six, describes legislative, corporate, and
educational cooperation that has allowed.the thirty community colleges

1
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of New York Stale 10 emerge as economic development forces in their
communities to foster increased productivity and an approved eco-
nomic climate.

Finally, Luther, in Chapter Seven, gives an industrial perspec-
tive to customized job training and emphasizes training as the correct
response to the Japanese influence and the infimmation age. He out-
lines how educators should interact with business arid industry and
urges cooperation.

Robert ,J. Kopecek
Robert C. Clarke
Editors

Robert J. Kopecek is president of Northampton County Area
Community College in Penn.sylvania.

Robert G. Clarke is president rf 14rmont liThnical College,
Randolph ( ;enter,
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Providing customized job training presents problems as well
as opportunities to the community college. The issues to
he considere r deciding whether a college should become
involve t industrial training are discussed, and
an organizational model for delivering such programs
successfully is suggested.

Customized Job Training:
Should Your Community
College Be Involved?

Robert J. Kopecek

American firms spend between $30 billion and $100 billion yearly on
the training and education of employees. By comparison, approximately
$50 billion is expended annually on all other aspects of higher educa-
tion (Boyer, 1983). These huge expenditures fbr training illustrate the
growing conviction among business leaders that ongoing education and
training of employees are necessary for profitability.

According to)dgerton (1983, p. 4), "by 1990 ten to fifteen mil-
lion manufacturing workers will no longer be needed in the jobs they
now have. With the baby -boom generation reaching maturity, far
fewer people will he entering the labor force afresh. Eighty-five to 90
percent of the labor fierce of 1990 is already in place." These facts, added
to the current volume of training across the nation, "establish the
parameters of an adult-retraining problem (or opportunity) of immense
proportion."

While most industrial instruction is now offered by in-house
trainers or consultin, Jirms, many businesses are beginning to contract

k h .1., It 1 1111, 11 II. I (.14 trryzo,1 1.41,ng I. lin in, nn,/

N. \rNIlnrtnntiIntI.nuunttnttI .1)14.141, na all Nan I TAM ist 11 Itotc% )tirtfilWr l'114
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lr these kinds of pit Tanis from community colleges. The firms are
finding the instructioi and support services excellent ;Ind the prices
competitive. The colleges are discovering di* industrial instruction is
cimiplementa to their other programs and ajogical extension of their
mission. Such instruction is also proving to he an important factor in
the economic vitality of sonic regions, and it has, for ollet.v.s, the added
advantage of enhancing their status with liusiness in the community.

Many community college leaders, therefre, are deciding
%vlicther conditions are right in their community and at then college to
enter the inaurstrial training field. Questions abound: For example, is it
wise, omen colleges are facing serious Iniancial and (.m161111(11 prob-
lems and when the current mix of insteuction is already cited its ove
emphasizing the career and vocational, to focus more stall' and
resources on customized. training for business and industry? The
opportunity to provide a needed educational service directly to indus-
try, ;I market segment that has (rreat financial resources, high potential
need, and much political influence, is very tempting, but there are real
risks philosophical, organizational, and financial.

'Phis chapter suggests. issues of concern for community college
officials facing the questions of whether and to what extent their college
should purstu the industrial training n?trket, and it discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of this type of iiivulveinent.

A Description of Customized job Training

Customized (tailored) industrial training is defined as training
that is designed to meet the specific and unique task or skill needs of a
'm1.6(.111;11. fine. Vocational programs are usually short, less than l'rtv
hours in length, while technical or management programs may he over
120 hours in duration. The instruction is narrow in technical orienta-
tion: it litcuses on skills and usually is based on a task analysis ofjobs
already ill existence.

The students enrolled are either new employees, who require
entry-level skills or specific orientittion to processes and techniques of
the firm, or continuing employees who need upgrading or retraining
berinise of promotion, techm gical change, t'ir basic changes in the
company's operations.

The training may occur in the workplace, in a traditional ctlit-
rational setting, or in a combination of both. Tlw instructional pro-
gram is designed. organized, and administered by the personnel of the
college the direct assistance of individuals from the industry. The
instruction is actually provided by individuals recruited (;ml trained if
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necessary), employed, and supervised by the .college. The faculty may

be kill-time teaching staff of the college or, more likely, are specially
recruited practitioners or trainers who know the industry in question
and can relate well to corporate goals and objectives.

Initial Concerns

What Are Local Needs and Attitudes? For college personnel con-

teplating ofkring industrial training, the answers to questions regard-

ing probable need and utilization are central. Do area businesses and

industries need and want training? Are area firms retooling, planning to
produce new product lines, establishing plants, or hiring new person-

nel? Do area firms recognize the need for ongoing training for all of their
employees, and are these firms prepared to contract for this service?

Relbre a college commits to industrial training, market research

is required. A systematic needs analysis of the community, for exam-

ple, is essential. Entering the industrial training field in a substantial
manner most likely will require a restructuring of the college's internal
operations to accommodate this new form of instruction. If the pre-
dicted need for training, based on market research, is significant, then

the college can make the necessary changes more confidently. (PossiWe
organizational changes are discussed later in this chapter.)

Colleges discovering marginal need, however, are wise to
accommodate occasional requests for training on an incidental, case-

by-case basis and not to alter their basic organizational style or mode of

operation. The specific results from market research needed by a col-

lege befOe it can commit to establishing special arrangements for the

offering of contracted services will vary, but positive responses from at

least ten firms requiring at least $100,000 to $250,000 worth of training

during a year seem a reasonable minimum. The dollar range is wide

because costs differ greatly depending on the type and sophistication of
tn'ining required, the amount of equipment needed, and the availabil-

ity all cost of competent instructors.
When the initial need is predicted to be great, the college should

raise other questions. How comprehensive can the college be? What

are the perceptions of the community and the college's sponsors relative

to training as an aspect of the college's mission? Will aggressive efforts

in training he viewed as consistent with the mission of the college, or

will it cause widespread misunderstandings? People who believe that

public money should not be used to assist any profit-making organiza-

tion directly may oppose vigorously and vocally any efforts by a public

college to provide corporate training, even though all costs can be
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demonstrated to be carried by the private-sector company. Public
acceptance of the training role of public institutions for the private
sector is a recent phenomenon.

Faculty Attitudes. Faculty and stall', also, may not he willing to
accept the extension of the college's mission and philosophy tit incl.de
extensive industrial training. Some may fear that it may tarnish the
hard-won status of the college in the higher education community. The
instruction may nol be perceived as being on a collegiate level.

Perhaps a more serious problem is faculty opposition to the
expansion of customized job training (CIT) programs on the grounds
of economic timeliness. The/ may argue that the concept is valid but
that. given decreasing funds available per student from all sources,
extending (IT capacity will simply drain oil' resources from existing
andlipre traditional programs. It should be recognized that if CUT
prograins an' appropriately administered and priced, no college needs
to subsidize them beyond some relatively small start-up costs. In fad,
industrial training should more than pay fits itself after the first six
months of extensive programming.

Changing the Focus of the Instructional Process. Most programs
gularlv offered by community colleges focus on meeting the educa-

tional goals and objectives of individuals as identified and defined by
those individuals. And the individuals who enroll in a college's pro-
gram of study assume that knowledgeable professionals have developed
the currieffltun with both the students' needs and high educational stan-
dards in mind. Each of these situations is perfectly normal lit. the aca-
demic institution providing quality education in traditional settings,

however, involvement in industrial training threatens both circuni-
stances by changing the focus of education in two ways. First, the col-
lege's program integrity may he afketed by the attempt to satisfy the
needs of the fink requiring training; second, the motivation of the sw-
dent in the industrial training program is changed.

The name, customized job training, implies that the training
program is specifically designed Ibr the contracting firm. Therefore, the
personnel of the firm must work with the college stall in designing pro-
grams that fit the firm's objectives. The danger is that, in the attempt to
tailor the program to the firm, the firm may hr allowed to exercise too
much control over the scope and content of the program, with the
result that focus is shifted away from basic principles of quality educa-
tion. Faculty and administration of the college must be alert to main-
taining program integrity even though the firm, a paying client, may
be more interested in results than in procedure To ignore this potential
area of concern is to threaten the academic reputation of' the college.

1 41
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For the student of regular college programs, the motivation to
attend anti succeed at a course of study arises from the individual's
interest, perceptions, and objectives. The arrangements l'or offering
the course, the content of the course, the techniques of instruction, and
the financial arrangements are typically worked out between the student
and the college. Clearly, the needs, desires, and interests of the individ-
ual student are a primary focus of the college. When a third party, in
the form of' the contracting firm, is introduced into this arrangement, a
change necessarily occurs. Although the basic focus of concern is and
must remain on the learning needs of the students, the client of the col-
lege (and the entity paying the bill) is the firm contracting for the
instruction. As already mentioned, personnel of the firm will be directly
involved in determining the contents of the course and, ultimately, in
evaluating the course in terms of how well the material taught is appli-
cable to the workplace. The firm will decide who needs the course, who
will attend the training programs. This removes from the individual stu-
dent the intrinsic motivational asset of determining his or her own edu-
cational goals and the path that he or she should take to achieve them.
This altered pattern is psychologically destructive for some students.

There may also be great differences in the interests as well as
abilities of students who attend the program. Instructors in CJT need
to be highly competent in their fields, but they must also be l'amiliar
with the techniques of the specific industry involved if' they are to suc-
ceed in coping with informed questions and a high skill level from moti-
vated veteran ,actitioners. On the other hand, although by no means
the rule, some employees may be enrolled in courses against their will
and asked to learn skills and adapt to attitudes that may not interest
them. The problems inherent in teaching such students are not unlike
those encountered with the unmotivated, traditional eighteen-year-old
student, but the techniques used to overcome the problems may be
very different. Further, if the instruction is conducted on site in a
manufacturing plant, plant supervisors may interfere by being more
intereste6 in short-term production deadlines than in the long-term
benefits that accrue to employees and the firm as a result of systematic
employee participation in training programs. All such differences of
opinion regarding objectives, contents, values, and results of customized
training programs must be overcome if meaningful training is to occur.

CJT is a type of instruction with which most community col-

leges have had at least some experience, hut, as the magnitude of' such

prograinming increases, the unique instructional issues, along with
obvious differences in course identification and administration, must
be worked out.

I o
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Personnel held:rations. Essential to effective (UT prograinnung
is a cadre of knowledgeable and committed individuals. These staff
members must know their c:Alege, he able to conceptualize quickly and
easily the potential training needs of industry, and have the ability to
market, develop, and implement training programs. Effective pro-
gramming is closely tied to the caliber of people with these talents who
can hr identified from among current staff or employed specifically for
this function. Whatever organizational structure is used to implement
training programs the involved staff must be identified clearly, must
internalize its function, and must have clear policies and procedures
that make it hureaucratically simple to deliver the training. The staff
must know that CJT is an institutional priority supported by senior col-
lege officials if the training effort is to succeed.

The college must further have the reputation of delivering what it
promises.Tt must, therefore, stand behind any commitments made by
the staff. CJT programming is conducted outside of the college with
firers who operate in a milieu much different from the traditional aca-
demic world. Boundaries of individual authority must he known clearly
to cuT staff and to their colleagues at the college. Who is entitled to
commit the college to how much must be understood explicitly. This is
not to imply that any individual calling on business firms or imple-
menting training contracts must be able to draw up or sign contracts on
the spot. Except for very small businesses, most corporate executive
officers do not have this type of authority! What is important, however,
is to have staff members who can correctly commit the college and who
can accurately estimate costs.

Institutional integrity must be preserved, but an entrepreneurial
style is essential. Entrepreneurship is an atypical attribute fbr most
individuals currently employed in education, but that is the nature of
CJI activities. The honest tension between institutional integrity and
entrepreneurship must be acknowledged. Staff members must recognize
that they are selling their programs in a competitive market. Busines:4
people expect a fair presentation of a potential program, but they will
attempt to get as much as possible for their money. College personnel,
further, need to recognize that more than money can be at stake.

Most simply stated, what is required to maximize CJT program-
ruing are capable people operating in a sound and woikahle organiza-
tional structure that makes sense within the context of the particular
college. The structure must allow and facilitate talented and trained
people to focus on the task oldelivering high-quality, low-cost, special-
ized instruction.
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The Integrated Model

If GJT is to become a significant portion of the total work load
of an institution, it may he necessary to R:.stucture the organization.
Most colleges cannot expand their efforts into contracted services and
continue to provide quality instruction in other degree programs while
conducting business as usual. CJT programming will have implica-
tions for. virtually every administrative area in the college with an espe-
cially strong impact on instruction. The integrated model outlined in
this section suggests one approach to coping with the needed changes.

This model hoick that the best people available in any college to

contact, set up, teach, and administer training programs are those same
administrators and faculty who offer preservice education in the same
discipline. For example, if a company requires its draftspersons and
design engineers to he trained in computer-aided design/computer-
assisted manufacturing (CAD/CAM), individuals from the drafting
and design departments of the college are in the best position to offer or
supervise in-service instruction. In like manner, if office personnel
require training in word processing, who could be better suited to meet
this need than individuals from the secretarial science department of
the college?

The integrated model establishes an organizational structure
and policies and procedures that encourage the interaction of faculty
and staff who possess specific disciplinary expertise with their counter-
parts in business and industrial firms. This approach has at least two
major benefits: It encourages faculty and staff related to every career
and technical program at the college assume responsibility for the in-

service as well as preservice education and training offered, and it
fosters decentralized decision making.

From a curricular viewpoint, the integrated approach vertically
organizes the college. One group of faculty and one academic adminis-
trator are responsible for all instruction offered at the college in a par-
ticular discipline. The approach recognizes that the emphasis placed
on "credit" as opposed to "noncredit" instruction is a reflection of the
views of professors and not of practitioners or their employers. Practi-
tioners want only new skills or knowledge in order to cope with changes

in their fields. The approach recognizes further that, because of the
nature of preservice education, the contents of some noncredit courses,
which reflect the newest trends in an industry, are the most advanced
offered at the institutionalthough these courses cannot be applied to

any degree ()tiered by the college.

]1
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This point is illustrated by a CUT course offered at the request
of a hospital to registered nurses (RNs) on new developments in nurs-
ing practice. All of the students in this noncredit course, which is not
applicable to a degree, are licensed RNs who have already completed
successfully the preservice program and are now working. These indi-
viduals need new skills that may not he taught_in the preservice curric-
ulum. Who at a college should work with the director of nursing ser-
vices at the contracting hospital in developing the training program?
Who should develop the curriculum and even teach th. course? The
most, logical person is the college's director of nursing! other indi-
vidual,- surely no other college administrator trained a. a generalist,
knows the subject or the peculiarities of the workplae well. No other
individual is likely to be as capable of developing Onrriculum and of
knowing individuals who have the requisite skills to) teach the course.

The integrated model also uses the best available personnel at
the college for outreach into the community. Community college fac-
ulty members are technically very competent, but, unfortunately, in
most communities this reserve of human capital is not adequately
recognized and may even be overlooked. CiT gives college faculty and
staff a direct method of preparing individuals to be more productive,
and it allows them to share their technical as well as pedagogical skills
and knowledge With colleagues in business.

The integrated model also gives long-time administrators and
faculty members of career and technical programs the opportunity to
interact professionally with the employers of their preservice students
on a new level. It allows, perhaps even forces, the college-bound aca-
demic administrator and faculty member to get into the field. This pro-
cess benefits the college, for it updates personnel. But, more important
Ibr successful CUT programs, these educators provide tremendous
assistance to individuals in the workplace.

The integrated model further guards against the unwanted
development at a college of two different and distinct faculties in the
same discipline. These faculties are composed of traditional professors,
who hold full-time tenure-track positions and teach preservice stu-
dents, and trainers, who are usually part-time adjunct instructors less
fainilia.r-with the college, who teach credit-free training. programs.

This organizational pattern also helps to ensure increased
ricular control and standardization of students' performance expecta-
tions by providing the opportunity for full-time faculty involvement
and the supervision of all instruction within a discipline by the same
iidininistrativc officer.

The integrated model is not a panacea. Full-time faculty, because
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of their commitment to preservice programs, often do not have the time
for or the interest in CIF programs. To some, the prospect of training
is even threatening, fin- it is a very different approach to instruction.
But, if they'can be motivated to become involved and if it, can be sched-
uled, ull-time faculty members can make very valuable contributions
to short-term, quickly conceived, training 1.,mgrams. There are further
strong curriculum and instructional benefits for both in-service and
preservice programs if all of the instruction in a discipline is the respon-
sibility of one administrator.

If a college accepts the logic of an integrated approach for OJT
programming, the same logic extends to all instruction. While reflect-
ing a strong commitment to the concept of continuing education and
lifelong learning, the integrated approach calls into question the need
for a separate continuing education organizational unit with its own
staff, budget, policies, and procedures and with its tendency to empha-
size dichotomies between credit and noncredit programs, courses, and
faculty.

To make the integrated model work, academic program admin-
istrators need to broaden-their professional concerns beyond the scope
of preservice programs. Deans and program directors must alter their
priorities. Methods of administering and managing must be adapted to
ensure that all of the productive time of these academic administrators
is not consumed by the demands of preservice programs. Furthermore,
a more entrepreneurial attitude needs to be.nurtured. Academic admin-
istrators need to become much more oriented to the world outside the
college, which will increase the probability of extensive GJT program-
ming, and also make college personnel much more sensitive to the
divergent attitudes and needs in the community. If guided properly,
increased entrepreneurship can stimulate increased excitement among
staff memb,rs and ultimately improve overall operations.

Using this inodel, .a college is represented in the, business and
industrial community not just by the president and personnel from the
continuing education office but rather by the president and every aca-
demic dean, program director, and interested technical faculty member
at the institution. The message that customized job training is a college
commitment then becomes clear.

Advantages of Cyr Programs

Initial concerns aside, there are many potential advantages for
the college that becomes involved in providing industrial training pro-
grams. The following subsections describe the benefits of such programs
to )moth the college and the community it serves.

1 :)
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The Mission qf the College. Training specialized finr business and
industry is an expression of the comprehensive mission of the college
and is a function that the college is uniquuly capable of offering. CJT is
another way tbr the college to serve taxpayers in a cost-effective way.

Economic Revitalization. Customized job training is an indis-
pensable aspect of economic revitalization efforts. The involvement of
the local community college in its community as the deliverer of indus-
trial training has the potential not only of providing well-trained work-
ers but also of developing and cementing relationships between the
college and area firms. For regions hard hit by the competitive disad-.
vantage of' their products in national and world markets, the establish-
ment of new firms and the extensive product diversification by existing
firms are absolute necessities. Changes of this kind require tremendous
effort: Not only will affected industry have to develop new products and
new methods of production, accumulate sufficient capital for new equip-
ment and plants, and, in many localities, retrofit or build new multi-
purpose work centers but, most important for community colleges, the
retraining of personnel also becomes essential. Since CJT can be offered
at a competitive price through the community college, it allows a corn-

:7, pany to maintain and/or enhance its viability and profitability in the
marketplace. In turn this has a positive effect on the local market.

Relationships Between Business and College. By providing train-
ing to a business, a college has the potential of creating an entirely
different relationship among the personnel of both organizations. The
fact that college personnel are working on state-of-the-art problems can
dispel notions of the existence, of an ivory-tower tnentality. Both busi-
ness and college personnel have a first-hand opportunity to observe
each other at work. The residual effects in the community are signifi-
cant. A prime example is the increased possibility of the firm employing
graduates of the college. The relationship may also cause the company
to be more generous in responding to the college's needs.

Professional Development of Staff Tiw involvement ()I' college
faculty and stall in problems of local businesses provides an opportu-
nity for professional development (tithe highest order. It allows college
and business staffs with common interests to become professionally
acquainted. Further, Iculty observing changes in business or indus-
trial practices can, on a first-hand basis, assess the true importance of
preservice degree curricula taught at the college. It allows faculty mem-
bers the opportunity to update their skills and knowledge.

Increased Ilse of the College. Participation in training programs
by corporate employees will demonstrate community college services
to vet another segment of the population. If' industrial and business

2 0
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employees receive excellent job-related instruction taught by competent
and caring individuals in programs administered by the college, the
probability is great that these employees will use the college again them-
selves and pass on their positive feelings to other potential students in
their families, their neighborhoods, and in the business community.

Expanded Access to Additional Education. Customized job train-
ing can be the beginning of an even more intensive learning process
for some individuals. It can have the effect of orienting the individuals
toward systematic instruction. It can help them recognize other poten-
tials they may have and can stimulate them to enroll in additional courses
or programs. It can put to rest the myth that "older" individuals cannot
learn new things.

Personalized College Services for Student-Employees. The indi-
vidual experiencing successful training benefits directly from the com-
munity college can personaliie how the college assists people and the
community. The successfulness clearly reinforces how the college helped
the student-employees, their fellow workers, their company, and their
community.

Financially Beneficial. Well administered and properly priced
training programs can be lucrative for community colleges. Businesses
and industries are accustomed to expending large sums of money to
purchase training. CJT programs offered at community colleges can
easily be priced at a level to exceed costs substantially while still remain-
ing competitive. In fact, the college may have to overcome the concern
of some corporate managers that quality cannot be obtained at prices
as low as those commonly established for CJT.

Increased Student-Employee Productivity. The effect of custom-
ized job training on the individual student-employee can be very sig-
nificant. The programs provide the students with the opportunity to
learn skills and/or attitudes that will make them immediately more pro-
ductive at their jobs.

Availability of Government Funding. Because of the recognized
rived to diversify business and industry and to create new jobs for
unemployed and underemployed individuals, several states have estab-
lished special economic development programs that fund programs for
training personnel in new or expanding firms. A community college
can MTV(' as an aggressive agent in attempting to link qualified firms to
the state and federal funding programs designed to enhance economic
development. Although public funding is not an essential ingredient of
customized job training, as is evidenced by the amount of money being
expended by business fbr training, the incentive of subsidized training
may be a deciding factor to a firm seeking a locality for its operation.
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Potential Problems

Colleges that become deeply involved with customized job
training need to consider the potential problems described in the para-
graphs that follow,

Program Integrity. A philosophical issue could be the first and
most serious concern, Organizational and curricular control is central
to the integrity of all colleges. College personnel need to ensure that
direct or subtle pressures by business do not permit the mentality of
being "kept" to develop' at the college. What is taught and the levels
acceptable achievement must meet defensible educational standm s.
Colleges should have policies that ensure that the instructional p °-
gram is not being exploited by any firm; that students are achieving at
acceptable levels; and that programs are not pass-throughs for business
to obtain governmental largesse.

(.; IT as a Possible Threat to the College's Comprehensiveness. The
amount of training offered by a college can be an issue. College person-
nel must be concerned with the percentage of the college's total instruc-
tional work load devoted to customized job training. That the delivery
of this kind of programming will require changes in the college's
administrative policies and practices is a given, but the long-term effects
of these changes on the essence of the institution are obviously related
to the magnitude of the involvement. Most community colleges strive
to be comprehensive. Customized job training is likely to exacerbate
already changing patterns of student enrollment from degree to short-
term programs and from students studying academic' subjects to those
pursuing technical and vocational offerings.

Failure to Deliver Quality Programming. Finally, the college
that oilers CJT should recognize that all of the factors that hold tre-
mendous potential for developing positive relationships with business
and industry have inherent in them the possibility kw exactly the oppo-
site Firms expend Rinds for training with the expectation of receiving
quality instruction and service. If these services are not delivered to the
level of satislUction advertised and desired, dissatisfaction with the
college is bound to result and to be advertised in the community.
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The similarities and differences between traditional degree
programs and industrial training programs are outlined,
and guidelines are presented for the community college
entering the industrial training field.

Customized Job Training
and Credit Programs

Robert G. Clarke

Although the learning-teaching processes and overall operations are
similar in many ways, customized job training and traditional college
programming are philosophically and operationally different. This
chapter highlights the similarities as well as the differences.

Definitions

Education is the transfer to students of a fundamental base of
knowledge that serves as a long-term foundation upon which to grow.
Training is "skill-specific" instruction to allow the student to master a
defined set of job competencies. Webster's (1977) defines education as
"the field of study that deals mainly with methods of teaching and learn-
ing in schools." Warrnhrod and Faddis (1983) define customized job
training as either:

1. Short -term customized training for entry-level positions to
aid start-up in new or expanding companies, with all or most
of the training costs subsidized by the state; or

2. Short- or long-term customized training for upgrading or
retraining of extant employees of established companies,

( I.uk.r 41 .1, I ( 1,totni lob belintn( fin itronon and in.notn4
1.01( 1.114 444 nil 111 San HAI.. 4.144 11.m, 1)4.4 undo, 19114
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with occasionally some small- subsidies from the state, but
most often with training offered to the company at cost by
the college.

Averill (1984-) notes that "education is now facing the dichotomy
of education to serve the student and (or) training which is intended to
serve the business community" (p. 34). Goldman and Sutcliffe (1982)
state that "education is keyed to drawing out from inside, while instruc-
tion is based upon shaping the student from the outside" (p. 3). By sub-
stituting the word "training" for "instruction" in the previous sentence,
we can identify another operative difference between education and
training.

Administrative Response

The amount of administrative time required to integrate indus-
trial training fully into the programmatic offerings of a community col-
lege is enormous. This is especially true during the first three to four
years of operation while the initial development of the training pro-
grams takes place. The strong commitment of senior administrators,
which must be communicated to personnel at all levels of the institu-
tion, is essential. A college cannot simply hire a director of industrial
training and expect that person to establish and implement the pro-
gram all alone. All levels of administration should he involved in the
initial decision-making process that establishes the program, for they
surely will be involved in solving the inevitable difficulties that will
occur during implementation.

While the process of establiShing an associate degree program at
a college may involve over the course of an eighteen-month period a
few faculty and academic administrators, a lay advisory committee, an
assortment of college committees, the president, trustees, and in some
states a state agency, the pattern of involvement is usually more com-
plex with training, although the time for participation and decision
making may be truncated. The development of a new training program
requires the involvement (or at least the acknowledgement) of all of the
above people, as well as the guidance and assistance of virtually every
other segment of the college's administrative staff on an ongoing basis.
(This need for widespread involvement may be a reason that some col-
leges resist developing these programs fully.)

Tu ensure this broad-based support, all staff members must
understand the needs and objectives of the program. The college may
need to reconceptualize and rewrite its mission statement in order to
reflect clearly this new manifestation of its continuing education Rinc-

20
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non, This reconceptualization should he endorsed and ratified by the
governing board,

A number of possible organizational structures fbr delivering
training are outlined in this book. However, no matter, what structure
an institution adopts, the institution must see the program as an integral

--)art of its mission, and senior administrators must strongly support
and encourage the activity. This point cannot be strcsed too much or
said too many times. If the president and the board do not make a com-\
mit ment, customized job training (CJT) will either fail or have limited
success. CjT's need for commitment and campuswfde support is not
dissimilar from the needs of every degree program at the college, but,
since large-scale CUT is new, the need is even greater.

Target Group

The college's degree and certificate programs. provide preservice
education and upgrade training. The individuals enrolled in these pro-
_grants have decided to go to college to obtain a broad background of
knowledge, understandings, and skills (including the ability to find

eMplOyment) or to learn new skills that'may,pro-,,ide opportunity
for advancement or a change of careers. This. population decides to
pursue' an educational program alone or with the advice of family and
friends. While most institutions develop strategic marketing plans to
attempt to attract and persuade this type of individual to enroll; it is the
individual, independently, who chooses_ to attend college.

This is not the case inCjT progriAs, The iinplications, there-
lbre, on program development, instruction, evaluation, pre- and post-
testing, and student performance are enormous. A college's ability to
deal with these factors is crucial to success.

It is important to note a subtle but powerful reason why smile
students may react -negatively or-with suspicion to (UT programs: The
programs are run at the behest of the company!

The following is a scenario that frequently occurs: Some(nie,
probably a supervisor or department manager, identifies a problem.
The cause of the problem is traced to improper procedures 1).,, line
workers, which could he corrected if training were implemented. After
receiving corporate approval, the lir's training manager arranges for
a cmumunity college stall member to meet with company personnel,
(Hine the training problem, conceptualize a training mitition, identify
faculty, define competencies that need to be taught, and develop and
schedule the program. Classes begin.

However, how the employees* viewpoint, it is a management
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decision to run the training program. Management may not have made
clear enough the reason fOr the program or motivated the workers suffi-
ciently !Or them to wish to become involved.

Since the focus of planning has been management's, the student-
worker's commitment to the training program may not exist. While
many community college facult:, members extol the virtues of motivated
teaching, individuals who have not freely chosen to continue their edu-
cation and I who do not want to be in class can create severe instruc-
tional problems.

Motivational techniques to ensure good student perfOrmance
and satisfaction are clearly needed, and many intrinsic as well as extrin-
sic reward systems have been used throughout the years. Many com-
panies pay individuals full salaries or time and a half' for attending
class. A currently popular technique is to tie training into promotions.
Students who complete a program successfully are given an increase in
salary.

However achieved, the motivation of the worker-student is nec-
essary for success. Aduit students taking credit courses fora degree or
certificate are often intrinsically motivated. CJT students are more
likely to need extrinsic reinrcement. Whatever she motivation
hourly wages, a promotion, a raise upon successful completion of the
program, or job retention it must be made Akar to the CP' student-
worker why the program is necessary and what the individual will get
from it.

Unlike the pattern with students enrolling in credit courses, it is
vital that CY1' administrative staff and faculty meet with prospective
trainees prior to the beginning of classes to help ensure appropriate
expectations,

Internal Communications

As in any endeavor, a free and continuous exchange of infrma-
thin within the institution is mandatory if (-UT programs are to suc-
ceed. Everybody must know what everybody else is doing. Formal
meetings or written memorandums can be replaced by hallway dia-
logue, quick telephone calls, and informal handwritten notes, but the
key to success is a constant flow of' infOrmation about attitudes and fel-
ings as well as data. All parties concerned need to understand the insti-
tution'sI's endeavors.

The "chain of command" Ahould not inhibit essential internal
oialogue. As emphasized by Peters and Waterman (1982) in In Search of
Exollrace, a constant flow of informal internal communications is prev-
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;dent in all successful companies. The same principle operates in com-
munity colleges. The director of business and industry programs mays'`''
be a fiwth-tier administrator, reporting to a dean, who reports to the
vice-president, who reports to the president. However, a flow of infor-
mation on an mfbrmal, as well as formal basis is required if all levels of
administration are to contribute. While this may not be the customary
mode of operation4at the college, it is critical for CJ1' programs.--

"I'o ensure that everyoneline and staff acfininistators, faculty,
trustees, and support personnelknows what is happening,. CJT
administrators should circulate a monthly summary of activities that
covers every industry contact. This technique may engender help from
unexpected sources.

Faculty

At most colleges, the majority of training programs are taught
by adjunct faculty members with current industrial experience. This is
not a denigration of full-time faculty, who present excellent instruc-
tional programs and are utilized for CJT classes whenever possible.
However, industry prefers, if not mandates, a faculty that is not "ivory
tower" or theoretical in approach, thinking, or delivery. Instruction
needs to he oriented toward application and job relevance. Faculty.
typically need to have had experience on particular types of equipment
or in very specialized operations to be most effective. Usually full-time
faculty do not have this directly applicable experience, or their schedule
does not permit them to participate.

The process of recruiting adjunct faculty for training does differ
from the methods used for credit programs. While-formal education is
required for all credit faculty, it may not he necessary or appropriate
fur some business and industry programs. While most adjuncts meet
standard educational criteria of credit faculty, sonie very capable skilled
craftspeople who have practiad and perfected their trade and who
have a talent and desire to share this experience with others do not pos-
sess advanced college degrees. Their talent should be enhanced by
special training in pedagogical techniques and used.

A new excellent source of adjunct trainers is the cadre of early
retirees than major firms. The depressed economic conditions of the
early 1980s have created a pool of highly qualified and talented people.
These individuals usually desire only part-time employment and arc a
definite asset. To ensure that a college has access to these individuals,
administrators should maintain ongoing contact with personnel officers
of large firms. Ideally, the college would be notified by corporate per-
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sonnel officers of all early retirees who may he interested in part-time
teaching for the college.

However, it is true that, just because someone is a skilled crafts-
person Or an excellent manager, he or she may not necessarily be a
good instructor. All new business and industr'y instructors need to be
-given "Train the Trainer" sessions., and college personnel must be avail-
able to provide individual assistance on an ongoing basis.

The role of the full-time faculty members, however, should not
he overlooked, fir they are critical to the success of CJT. Their guidance
and knowledge are the backbone for successful business and industry
programs even if these faculty members are minimally involved in
instruction. Initially, faculty tend to be suspicious of this new service or
program and must be oriented to the reasons for the programs and
their benefits to the college. Showing faculty how their own degree pro-
gram is enhanced by CJT for example, through equipment donations
and referrals of students into credit programs can be persuasive.

Instructional Implications

Task analysis and competency based vocational education
(CBVE) have long been bywords for vocational educators, although_
the application of these concepts has been spotty throughout the coun-
try. While virtually all vocational educators praise these notions and
assert that all of their programs are CBVE designed, in fact the con-
cepts are rarelyeven tried in traditional academic programs. Typically,
courses fit into nice, tight blocks of three or four credit hours. Instruc-
tion is faculty oriented and each student's skills are not clearly stated
upon graduation.

Training must he competency based. An analysis of work prob-
lems leads to the development of training programs. A long treatise on
developing CBVE programs for .business and industry is not needed
here, as excellent resource material as available. The DAC UM (Devel-
oping a Curriculum) approach, for example, which was used with great
success by Dundalk Community College in working with the Bethlehem
Steel Corporation, is described in detail in another chapter. Suffice it to
say that all training should be based upon the actual skills the workers
need and not on abstract theoretical knowledge.

To the company whose work force lacks basic skills in reading or
mathematics, remedial education is as critical to training as it is in
credit programs. Mathematics or reading developmental programs are
often needed prior to the initiation of specific job training. Many cyr
students have not been to school in twenty years, so remedial education
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is often helpful in two ways: It allows the individual to gain confidence
in his or her ability to learn, and it also is the foundation upon which
specific job-training can be built.

Training programs tend to be shorter in length than degiveor
certificate programs. Firms want compressed schedules that take into
consideration the work shifts of employees. Some companies want their
employees in class for thirty to forty hours per week, while others want
classes from midnight to 3 A.M. The college must remain as flexible as
possible in order to meet these needs. On the other hand, institutions
must be confident enough to tell the company when they cannot. meet
specific requests. Academic integrity and quality instruction are essen-
tial for all programs offered by the college.

The institution must always maintain curricular control. While
the needs of the company are of prime import andthe institution should
accommodate the firm in every way possible, the institution has the
responsibility to design and deliver the instructional program and cer-
tify its quality.

Program Delivery

Training programs tend to use a .different delivery format than
traditional college credit,courses. For example, in customized manage-
ment courses, extensive use of role playing and of simulation exercises
are of utmost importance.

Technical instruction always has a heavy concentration of
"hands-on" exercises. Students need and want active participation and
evaluate poorly classes that follow a straight lecture fbrmat. The wadi-
bility of textbooks must coincide with the abilities of the,students, espe-
cially in courses that prepare students for entry-level jobs. Handouts
and audiovisuals play a key role, and the on-time' availability of all
items is vital to program success.

Hospitality services are rarely, if ever, utilized in traditional col-
lege programs. Many CJT programs require cofICe and pastry service
in the morning, luncheons, dinners, and other hospitality items. A per-
fect seminar can be ruined because of a poor meal; thus, this aspect of
the program also deserves attention.

Finances

Planning and budgeting fine training programs is extremely
difficult compared to traditional degree programs. In an ongoing cur-
riculum, a sequence of' courses is established with relatively little varia-
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t ion, thereby allowing costs based on a given number of students to be
projected. For training, it is difficult to fbrecast in advance of a fiscal
year even the exact number of programs or courses that will be con-
ducted. Typical budgeting and funding mechanisms used by publicly
supported colleges, therefore, are not adequate. TO overcome this diffi-
culty, many institutions budget a finite amount of money for training
as a line item. After the initial start-up, training activities should be at
least self-sustaining; it is generally assumed that public money will not
be used to maintain these programs.

While credit programs are tuition based and paid for in advance
by the student, CJT programs are normally performed according to a
contract. Payment may or may not be in advance of training due to the
complexities of some corporate billing systems. Many companies will
issue a purchase order number and a signed contract for the .training
program, and then the college must expend its funds for the program
prior to receiving payment from the firm. State contracts can be' a tre7
mendous problem in this regard. Many states have especially designed
state-funded CJT prograMs for new or expanding'firms. However, in
Pennsylvania, for example, it can be several months befbre any pay-
ment is received for a project, and significant amounts of institutional
funds can be encumbered; this crei,ies cash flow problems to say noth-
ing of the loss of interest on college money.

One advantage of CJT is that it generally requir6 little capital
investment compared to degree programs. Training programs are
designed to use existing laboratories or in-plant facilities so that the
company's equipment is utilized. However, if specialized equipment is
needed and the company's equipment is not available, it usually can be
leased easily. If the nature of the training program coincides with other
college programs, a possible fringe benefit is the donation of equipment
to the college by the firm: This equipment can then be used not only for
th CJT program but in other credit courses.

In degree programs, instructional materials and supplies are a
significant proportion of the direct expenditures of the college. In CJT
programs, on the other hand, the materials and supplies should always
be billed as an extra cost item to the firm.

The pricing of training programs is also very different in nature
and philiiSOphy from degree programs. Community colleges throughout
the nation try to deliver a quality education fir the least amount of
money. A low tuition or fee proposed to industry can actually jeopardize
th chance of the college winning the contract, Higher prices for busi-
ness and industry programs correlate with industrial pricing, and
industry believes you gut what you pay kw. Strange as it may seem, if
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community colleges are too inexpensive, industry tends to think the
program cannot be good.

If no public Money is to be used to subsidize the training, the
most common approach to pricing is to determine all anticipated direct
costs and then apply, to those direct costs, an indirect rate that has been
determined independently based on the costs of institutional overhead.
In order to use this approach, the college obviously will need to develop
its cost- accounting capabilities, if they do not already exist.

Location

Traditional programs are generally offered on campus. Most
(UT programs are conducted on site at the local business or industry.
Many industrial employees are afraid of "going toYcollege"; some haven't
been to school for twenty or thirty years. Some of this fear can be over-
come and the chances of a successful and satisfying training program
can be greatly enhanced when classes are held in the plant.

Also, as noted earlier,. many programs require specialized
equipment that can only be found at the plant. It is costly and foolish to
try to:dupliate vast amounts.of equipment fir a training program.
Conducting classes on site alleviates these concerns,

; For seminar-type presentations, traditional college classrooms
equipped with desks arc not sufficient. Tables are required, as well as
more comfortable seating. Since students enrolled in some intensive
training sessions may he in class six hours a day, physical comfort is
.essential, and other amenities (such as carpeting) to differentiate these
rooms from the normal college classroom are desirable. Such consider-
ations arc especially important for managers. Professionals desire their
continuing education to be conducted in a professional manner and
environment.

The Ability to Say No

Telling a company that the college cannot deliver a training 0ro-
gram that has been requested is very difficult and is even harder When
the college is a fledgling center fir business and industry 'programs.
However, the ability to say no will, in reality, help to solidify tI insti-
tution's place as an industrial trainer.

Institutional integrity must always be maintained, as Ow long-
range success of any program depends upon how well it deliVers. The
attitude that "anything can lw accomplished" is overambitions. There
will be o«.asions when it is in the institution's best interest tip say "No,
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we do not feel that we can deliver a quality program in this area." A
short-terns loss will be offset by a long-term gain in. credibility.

Each program is critical to the overall success of business and
industry training. If the college has one or two colossal failures, the
entire C'J Operation will suffer. The balance between aggressive sales-
manship and caution is a delicate one that needs constant monitoring.

Reinventing the Wheel

The time and effort required to implement busigeks and indus-
try programs is phenomenal. It. may take a number of alf members
six to ten meetings to analyze, develop, and sell the program. Where
degree programs are repetitious, training is normally a once- and -done

. course. The tremendous effort that was expended to develop and
deliver the program can never be used again.

lb avoid reinventing the wheel with each new CJT contract, col-
lege staff can use previous programs as models for new ones. But,each
and every effective CJT program is as the name appliescustomized.
Companies want training that meets their 'specific needs, and, thus, the
program inevitably must be. unique.

Another seemingly inevitable problem that develops with CJT,
programming is the short lead time requested by most businesses.
While degree programs are carefully planned well in advance, CJT
programs may have to be developed under very accelerated schedules.
-Major firms are often very bureaucratic and slow to make decisions,
but once a training proposal is accepted,. the firm wants the training to
be.gimimmediately. The college needs to be realistic in what it can
accomplish and must protect itself in the contracting process while still
giving the firm the best service possible.

Evaluation

Evaluation has a multifaceted application for both traditional
and CJI programs. Both can utilize a pretest for entrance. However,
any industry pretest, by federal regulations, must he proved to be job
related to avoid any chance of bias or discrimination. As such, all Cyr
pretests must be cross- referenced to job competencies to prove the
validity of each question in determining entrance requirements. This
strict procedure is not mandated for degree programs.

While traditional programs are evaluated on criteria. such as
whether students arc attracted to the.program, the quality of the faculty
and facilities, whether students get jobs, and how well they do in those,
.jobs after graduation, CJT programs are evaluated on the increased
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job perIbrmance ()I trainees as a direct result of the training, whether
there is a reduction in down time, and whether there is a decrease in
the amount of waste.

Promotional Strategy

Training programs must have an entirely different promotional
strategy from traditional programs. Ongoing programs focus on the
eighteen- to twenty-year-old- recent high school graduate. For CJT
programs, the target population to contact, interest, and convince con-
sists of the critical corporate personnel who make corporate training
decisions.

.One-on-one contact is the best approach. Breakfast meetings
with the chief executive officer (CEO) can develop an ally for the Col-
lege at the top of the company. Once a firm's CEO is convinced of the
benefits of college based training, the selling process is .much easier.

News releases and trade articles also need to be a pact of each
college's promotional plan, and success stories about CJT programs are
important tools for the dissemination of information.

The key to successful promotion of CJT is to kno r target
population, arrange a personal one-owone visit, and sell t program.
Once the successes start, word-of-mouth referrals and repeAt business
will ensure program continuation and expansion.

Involvement with the Client

In traditional degree programs, the college has a two-year
involvement with a student that, unfortunately, can be rather tran-
sitory. CJT programs create the possibility of a continuing involvement
of. the college with each company it serves. The delivery of quality.
training programs that satisfy company needs will ensure the
company's return fbr additional programs. The repetitive nature of
training Means that the college need add only four or five new compa-
nies a year while concentrating its. efforts on repeat business. System-
atic Ibllow-up with each company is obviously critical.

Technological Innovation

CJT, especially when funded by state or federal grants, allows
fir a degree of technical innovation that does not exist in ongoing
courses and programs. Examples include the development of training
manuals for the specific operations of a company; the development of a
full rangC of audiovisual materials for a specific program; and the ability
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to choose state-of-lhe-art faculty without having to retrain current staff.
The involvement with industry' will give community, college educators
a different perspective on training.

Labor Relations

No training program can be a success at a unionized company
without union support. Care must be taken at each step to assure the
union representatives that the program is a fair one and that it has been
designed based on input from labor and management. It is also impor-
tant that any pretests Are identifiably job related and that remedial
instruction is available for, those who do not pass the first pretest.

The key to working with unions is to show them clearly the
long-term benefiWfortheir employees. For example, in some cases a
training program may increase a company's profitability and thus pre-
vent layoffs. While the firm's management' can best handle almost all
union contact, institutional personnel may need to explain the program
to the union leaders. .

Conclusion

Education and training are both integral components of the
comprehensive community college. The idiosyncrasies of the two types
of offerings must be considered when an institution either enters the
industrial training mode of operation or expands its efforts in this
area. Effective administrators must be aware of the similarities and dif-
ferences between education and industrial training, and they must plan
carefully to minimize the impact of training programs on tecle institu-
tion's total mission.
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The centralized organizational model offers the greatest
chances of success for colleges responding to business and
industry's training needs.

Providing Customized Job
Training Through the Traditional
Administrative Organizational
Model

William A. Connor

The selection and utilization of community and junior colleges as pro-
viders of training and educational services to business and industry is
of benchmark significance in the continuum of growth, development,
and achievement for the two-year college movement. There is little
doubt now that the introduction of industrial training into the two-year
college environment will represent one third of the most historical events
in all of higher education for the decade of the eighties. Those who have
been a part of or close to the two-year college boom since the mid sixties
will understand the impact of this event. It would have been impossible
at that time, given the business and economic climate, the prevailing
management and organizational practices, and the general under-
standing and acceptance of two-year colleges by the corporate world,
for this most appropriate marriage to have occurred.

At stake, then, in the two-year college system's response to this
opportunity is the complete integration of the two-year college system
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into the mainstream of all of higher education as.a unique but different
type of institution, whose outcomes are equal in societal and economic
benefit to any other segment. Surely, the system would have achieved
thiS stature eventually through many different modes, but it can do so
now by demonstrating training and educational results that improve
life quality for participants, that help them actualize their social and
economic pursuits, that meet business and industry expectations, and
that achieve the bottom line the economic growth and development of
the couniry..

For the past sixty years, Americans have viewed our great uni-
versifies as the citadels Of prokssional schools and research centers, our
fine colleges as the home of the liberal arts and of career preparation.
.How has the two-year college been viewed during this period? As the
"junior" element in the educational process; as the "second-chance"
institution; as the "experimenting," "finding one's self" opportunity; as

the first two, years of an education to be finished somewhere else?
Whatever or however it has been regarded, it is clear now by the lbot-
paths of students, by the decisions in the corporate board rooms, and
by the actions of local, state, and national government, that a part of
the two-year college system is seen distinctively as a technical training
resource, serving individuals and firms as an "area developer" (accord-
ing to some chambers of commerce), producing discernible economic
development advantages at a. cost-benefit ratio unparalleled in Ameri-
can higher education hiGtory.

Historically, educators have believed that 'organization is a key
to successful goal attainment. So firmly has this thought been ingrained,
that eons of time have been spent devising, testing, and writing about
management organization. Educators have analyzed, .overanalyzed,
and superanalyzed organizational patterns, fine-tuning them every
kw years or sooner, hoping to make their institutions able to respond
more effectively to student and community needs. More organizational
charts have been drawn in the last thirty years than significant works
of art. In all of this guest for organizational utopia, I am reminded of
the simple-words of Freud who once said "and no matter what amount
of analyzing, studying, and theories evolve about the cigar it's simply
a cigar" Frend, 1960, p, 123). Perhaps 'that is where we really stand
with management and organization.

Why is management organization of any importance to custom-
ized :job training ((.y1')? Clearly, many colleges want to position their
internal and external resources in such a manner as to maximize their c
opportunity to succeed. "Hie quest for this maximization leads to the
manipulation of the college's cuKrent organization or to experimenta-
tion with new forms as a way of contributing to effectiveness.
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The Centralized Organizational Model

For the purpose of this chapter, the centralized or traditional
two-year college organizational model for the delivery of training.
and/or educational services to specific groups and organizations, includ-
ing business and industry, is featured. Again, however, it must be
stressed that the model is not presented as the universal ideal. There is
no one correct or incorrect organizational service delivery model. What
is correct is a model, with all the necessary localized modifications, that
works for the given situation.

'l'he centralized, traditional model is. one that holds a single
office responsible for the entrepreneuring, planning, coordinating,
organizing, and, in many instances, operating and evaluating of all
continuing education, customized job training, and unique educational
courses or programs of a credit or credit-free nature, on or off campus,
that are conducted for discrete populations. These populations might
consist of, current employees of the business and industrial complex,
potential employees in pre-employment training or preparation con-
ducted by companies at their expense, unemployed individuals in a
variety of special programs, CETA/PIC (Comprehensive .Educational
Training Act/Private Industry Council) clients, and employees of social
service, health, and recreational organizations within the community.

This model is characterized by the presence of a key administra-
tive staff person leading the single office at the dean or director level,
depending on institutional size, with necessary support staff in
numbers related to the volume of work produced. This lead individual
tends to be regarded as an academic generalist.

The obvious strengths of this model are its control and account-
ability features. Control in this instance is referred to in a management
rather than a psychological sense. Key information in and.out of the
institution, 'critical decisions (including the curriculum design and pre-
sentation), along with all the other related support requirements for
specialized courses and programs, are funneled through one office and
ultimately one administrator.

At the same time, this model also has an obvious weakness the
need for strong coordination with other offices and support centers on
the campus.

Examining the scope of activities of a typical centralized contin-
uing education office (listed in the next section), some educators argue
that all the responsibilities required for an educationally sound pro-
gram can be handled adequately except perhaps for onebut that one
is the central one the planning, designing, organizing, and presenting
of a unified, customized curriculum aimed specifically at the precise
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needs of the external group. It is true that no single administrator has
the discip!ine range to handle this key responsibility adequately nor
should she or he be expected to. Thus, in the centralized model, there
is the need to involve and coordinate with the discipline "expert" on
campus or off who holds the technical expertise necessary to produce a
quality curriculum. I submit that an academic generalist, with back-
ground and experience in curriculum development,. can adequately
coordinate any curriculum requirements.

Even with this limitation, the model holds distinct advantages
over the totally decentralized model in that almost all business and
industrial organizations large enough to support their own training
staff have organized themselves under the centralized model. There-
fore, when they approach a college with adjunct training or educational
needs, they find it easier to deal with a familiar organizational structure.

Needs and Responsibilities of the Centralized Office

Setting aside, for a moment, the Iy curriculum design and fac-
ulty resource needs of each specialized .prog m, we can examine a fairly
typical listing of understandings, skills, and\abilities that the central-
ized. office needs to possess in planning routinourses or programs:

The need to know the community well (The key administra
for of the centralized office must be fictive in a broad range of
community activities.)
A thorough knowledge of the history and current operation of
the college
A working acquaintanceship with communty college law,
.rules and regulations, sponsorship agreements funding, full-
time enrollment (F7E) requirements, and so
The ability to prepare accurate course and/or program
budgets and to develop pricing practices
Planning skills, including strong one-on-one communication
strengths and group management expertise
The ability to prepare descriptive promotional materials and
to develop an advertising plan and budget
Flexible standard setting with regard to time, place, and class
scheduling
Registration and student accounting (record-keeping)
requirements
Tuition and fee payment plans including financial aid as nec-
essary
Health requirements, if any
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Counseling, advising, and placement services
Insurance requirements, if appropriate
Curriculum planning and scheduling
Textbook procurement along with the selection and purchase
of any related consumable supplies or capital instructional or
noninstructional equipment
Faculty selection, appointment, payment, and evaluation
Maintenance of all appropriate college entrance require-
ments as well as all other related academic or nonacademic
policies
Classroom selection and reservation'
Giant applications, as appropriate
Letter writing and general communication requirements
Supervision and emergency procedures
Course or program evaluation and information dissemina-
tion
The ability to elicit cooperation and cordial working relation-
ships with other college offices.

An analysis of this fairly typical scope of responsibilities imme-
diately exposes the major weakness of the decentralized model: Often
these functions are repeated by a number of college staff fOr offerings
native to specific departments or divisions, thereby introducing a time
and (nction inefficiency into the system. When it is realized that time
is finite and is expended in direct relationship to outcomes and income,
colleges will be far more sensitive about managing their time-outcome
ratios.

At the same time, however, many colleges of 1,500 FTEs or
more have found this list of responsibilities too extensive for a single
office to manage. Therefore, it is not atypical for certain activities,
native to all customized or external educatibnal programs, to be sepa-
rated from the central office and assigned to one or more competent
support offices. These activities tend to include advertising, registra-
tion, recordkecping, 'counseling, advising, placement, financial aid,
tuition payments, and health and insurance requirements.

Conversely, some colleges, deeply committed to the centralized
model, insist on the total turnkey arrangement regardless of their size.

The reason these differing approaches exist is the fact that some
colleges see many of elements of CJT as "noninstructional" and thereby
manageable by noninstructional staff. Other institutions see all the ele-
ments as instructionally related and insist on academic control. The
latter institutions tend to be those strongly connnitted to the centralized
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If the weight-of the instructionally related requirements listed
here is insufficient to colivilice the reader of the control advantages and
time efficiencies of the centralized model, then turning attention to the
direct instructional requirements of the office will bring us to the mar-
gin of difference between the two most popular organizational tx )(les in
use today.

Company-College Relationship_ and Centralized Organizatio

In most business and industrial firms of 500 or more en oyees,
a training office with its attendant support staff is in ) er. This office
organizes generic training programs within the fir )y consulting with
appropriate management and mid-manager personnel in its vari-
ous departments. The in-house training personnel are not seen as
experts in all the potential instructional fields the company may require
to meet its employees and its own growth needs. Rather, they are seen
as competent generalists who know how to conceptualize and plan an
effective educational experience after hearing problem statements and
outcome objectives. l'eaching resources ere then drawn from the com-
pany itself or secured externally from business consultants, commercial
training firms, or from the faculty of colleges and universities.

This system is not puzzling to the company training officer. It is
not only typical of the field but it is also expected, since it seems for
business and industry anyway to contribute to an efficient time-
outcome ratio. Top company managers simply do not want key unit
leadership, mid-management personnel, or product specialists serving
as training planners or organizers. They are being paid, not as edu-
cators, but as individuals whose primary attention is on marketing,
planning, designing, managing, communicating, production, quality
control,..sales, traffic, and profits.

When a company approaches a college or a service deliverer for
pro4ams, courses, or training experiences that it cannot readily pro-
vide itself, it does so from the experience and action base just described.
Finding a centralized college-based response model in place is likely to
engender an immediate confidence level in company officials, since
they perceive that the college operates similarly to their own current
practice. Such a model is likely to lead to a satisfactory result, provided
the representatives of the college and of the company see themselves as
a team responsible for program planning.

Iii the decentralized model (no matter how decentralized), it is
desirable for an external contact to have it "point-of-entry" relationship
with some "one" indivislual from the college. Should this individual be a
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curriculum content person or a generalist? Remember that the decen-
tralizationists claim that their goal is to match the appropriate institu'
tional curriculum content expert in a given field with a specialist in
business or industry who knows intimately the "customs" that need to
he taught. If the primary match is made between a college content spe-
cialist and a company specialist, both must involve additional parties in
order to manage all the instruction-related program requirements.
This scenario, in effect, is a transposed or inverted centralized model,
but it now involves a team of at least four.

If' the primary match is made between a college content special-
ist and a company generalist, a planning mismatch occurs and each
side ends up confused. Hopefully, each is wise enough to recognize
what is occurring and take corrective action. The history of college con-
tent specialists working with company generalists has not been a glowing
one. Companies tend to feel that their program was not "customized"
but rather that it was "standardized" (Scharlatt, 1983, P. 42).

Finally, if' the point-of-entry contact is made between a college
generalist and company generalist, we have, in effect, the centralized
model at work, no matter what the institution's organizational pattern
may suggest or the chief executive officer may think.

However, most colleges utilizing the decentralized approach are
hoping to match the company's point-of-entry person, whomever it

might he, with a highly competent content specialist whose rul is likely

to be to "talk tech,"
The company representative may well he impressed with this

commitment to specialization, and, in fact, it might work well. How-
ever, the college's point-of-entry person, if a content specialist, will not
likely end up providing or even knowing of all the instruction-related
requirements for a quality program, thus forcing the college to add an
additional perscal or to involve a combination of offices to provide lin.
those ancillary needs with, of course, their attendant campuswide com-

munication awl coordination risks.
One remaining point must he made on college-company rela-

tionships befor. moving on to another concept. The previous para-
graphs have assumed that companies were of sufficient size to have

their own training deparnitents. Let us consider fOr a moment the myr-
iad of business organizations too small to have such an office. The
Department of Labor has predicted that by the year 2000, 85 percent of
all companies will he in the "small business" category with less than 500
employees. This category, incidentally, showed the largest current
national training budget increase in 1983 (Zemke, Budgets... ," 1983).
How are these companies organizing themselves today for training
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purposes? The current model is for a high-ranking management officer
or fb the person handling personnel and contract functions to manage
the external training effort. Matching a college content specialist with a
company executive or a personnel type is likely to be a mismatch. This
leaves the institution with the question of who shall relate to a company
generalist an academic generalist or a content specialist? The former
may have the skills to state the training problems and identify and
confirm what is needed,, while the latter may provide too heavy an
academic view, being unable to separate degree-level education front
company training needs.

Looking at the issue from prior two-year college practice further
.supports the centralized model. Hardly any institution from the com-
munity college sector has deviated from the central vice-president-for-
academic-affairs or dean-of-instruction mode of organization with
respect to academic administration. These position holders, while
grounded in at least one academic discipline, till the role of the aca-
demic generalist for the entire institution. We have almost been reli-
gious in our insistence on maintaining the control and accountability
features of centralized academic leadership for the college, but we seem
to be willing to experiment with the use of the decentralized model to
MAW such an important new and potentially mission-changing client
market as the training and retraining needs of the American business
and industrial complex.

The time-proven aspects of the centralized model, as illustrated
at any institutional and organizational level where it is utilized, are its
strong planning, control, and accountability features. While it might
he argued that more external service can be provided through a cadre
of academic entrepreneurs operating like a sales force throughout a col-
lege's service area, it is likely that the apparent immediate numerical
success of this method could lead to a decline in repeat service if the fea-
tures of centralization are not ensured. Most educators have learned
that there is no quick,-overnight, Federal Express or telephone market-
ing fiw quality instruction; however, the field continues. to attract new
professionals who must learn this truth only after the experience of
unfulfilled goals,

At the same time, it is odd that representatives of business and
industry especially those who have had the experience of planning
and operating in-house or plant-focused educational programswould
themselves not 1w skeptical of the decentralized, quickly established
educational experience. Business and industrial trainers have tended to
report that such an approach has not worked them (Smith, 1982).
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Although business and industry are approaching the two-year college
for important training needs, some are cluing so with caution or with,
at best, a "let's try one program and see" approach. Why jeopardize this
potential major new educational relationship by responding with an
administrative organizational structure that is atypical in terms of his-
tory and practice and one that has as its weakness a communication
and coordination element that places almost all the potential for break-
down on the college side? In fact, the major strength of the &central-

. ized model speed providing direct instructional service is the very
feature that tends to activate its major weakness. In other words, the
faster the service that is committed by a college staff person (who is not
required to plan and conduct all related program or course require-
ments), the greater the strain on the communication, coordination,
and delivery essentials that other staff must provide 'to ensure a quality
educational experience, and the greater the threat to company satis-
faction.

Organizational Structure and Program Evaluation

It has been stated tenfold and a hundred that no well-conceived
educational experience ends without an effectively designed evaluation
instrument. In the decentralized model, who is responsible for program
or course evaluation? Is it the content specialist who, in all likelihood.,
had a role in content preparation, the outcome objectives, and the rec-
ommendation for faculty employment? How might this individual,
who was so closely involved in the program itself, view the evaluation
process? Should the evaluation he conducted by a campus generalist?
Is an individual who provided some or all of the instruction-related
requirements a likely candidate, or should a supergeneralist having
little direct contact with the program draw this assignment? If these
questions are even pondered on the college campus, then it would
appear that organizational structure is an issue that needs resolution.

The question of who shall evaluate is really a question of who is
in charge or, betteryet, of who is accountable. There are no such dichot-
omous questions when it conies to who is responsible fbr evaluating
campus-based degree programs or certificate instruction. It is the chief
academic officer who traditionally and rightfully meets this requirement.

The accountability issue is perhaps the key element to consider
when weighing the pros and cons of the use of a centralized or decentral-
ized administrative organizational model tki respond to external service
nerds. Viewing the 'evaluation requirement in isolation from all the other
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instruction-related requirements should point up its critical importance
in confirming program strengths and in identifying weaknesses that re-
quire action. The institution's response to the weaknesses represents
the single most crucial element in the process the mud to identify
honestly program'areas requiring redress and then :take those actions
decisively that bolster external confidence and connote to the external
markets that the institution will not replicate a less-than-quality expe-
rience. These kinds of administrative behaviors will surely tend to
build confidence, solidify the relationship, and engender repeat con-,
tails with The external organization.

The opposite is almost predictable in the institution that has not
clearly identified a single responsible office to be held accountable for
all customized job training. in an organizational structure that has
become so decentralized that accountability is vague, the office that
draws the assignment to evaluate program outcomes is the very one
that is likely to be the least objective..

Conclusion

la,this chapter, the appropriateness of the traditional adminis-
trative organizational model as a response mechanism to requests from
business and industry for training and educational services has been
presented. The critical need fir effective results, so that the town-and-
gown cooperation in economic developmentonly in its infancy stage
reaches Rill maturity to the benefit of industry, colleges, and society,
has been stressed.

The arguments and the rationale for the traditiona! model have
been drawn almost purely from the academic perspective. As a rein-
lOrcement to the position developed in this chapter, the view of business
and industry can serve as an appropriate conclusion.

In a 1981 study of forty-eight of California's largest-corporations,
conducted by Curtis R. Hungerford, professor of educational adminis,
trat ion at Brigham Young University, industry leadership identified five
problems they perceive in developing cooperative training and educa-
tion programs with higher education (Schleyer, 1982). Hungerford
reported that one of the five was that industry training leaders "appar-
ently distrust academic types" (p. 28). Industry trainers matched with
high academicians Ibr curricular content discussions were left with the
impression that the educational institution could not meet industry's
"real-workr needs. What a shame that industry was given a view of aca
drink perspective, environment, and response that is not typical. Once
again it appears clear that if business and industry are going to approach
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colleges and universities with generally but broadly prepared training
officers, personnel managers, or senior management types, the colleges
side, if it wants to serve effectively, must respond with its best academic
generalists who are well founded in curriculum planning, design, and
organization and who, at the same time; have a strong pragmatic view
of the marketplace, the community, and society at large.
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A unique approach to customized training which takes into
account issues related to traditional labor-management
problems, the need to reflect a broad-based and 'grassroots
involvement of targeted groups, and the need to base the
training method and content upon identified, job-related

competencies is described..

Developing Customized Programs
for Steel and Other
Heavy Industries

Philip R. Day, Jr.

The "Put America Back to Work" project sponsored by, the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC) emphasizes
the need for a concerted national effort to ensure that a well-trained
work force is available to operate the businesses and industries of the
future, Without this effort, the road to a healthier, more productive,
competitive, and technologically up-to-date private sector will be far
more difficult (Ellison and others, 1983). 'The nation's 1,234 commu-
nity and technical colleges are the cornerstone of this emerging eco-
nomic and human resource development stragety. Located within easy
commuting distance of most individuals in the United States, they rep-
resent a tremendous capital investment, and they are now providing
high-quality, modestly priced, custom-designed training for Atherican
businesses and industry. Because of the magnitude of the problems,
however, more needs to be done to reduce the widening schism between
the 'haves" and "have nots," to put America back to work, and to assist
the country in maintaining its traditional industrial and manufacturing
leadership.
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Dundalk Community College, located in the southeastern
corner of Baltimore County, is situated, like other such institutions,
within a heavily industrialized sector ofour country.The college oper-
ates its programs and services in the shadows of such giants as General
Motors, Western Electric, Bethlehem Steel shipyard,, and the largest
employer of them all, Bethlehem Steel (Sparrows Point plant). Unlike
most community colleges who have attempted to offer a range of ser-
vices and training programs to support both the training needs of the
"working adults" and the large employers and have been frustrated or
discouraged in their efforts, Dundalk has been successful in implement-
ing a unique approach to customized training. The approach takes into
account issues related to traditional labor-management problems, the
need to reflect a broad-based,and grass-roots involvement of targeted
groups, and the need to base the training method and content upon
identified, job-related competencies, thereby ensuring its success.

Training Issues

Carnavale and Goldstin (1983) in their book, Employee !raining:
Its Changing Role and Analysis of New Data, illustrate underinvestment in
human resources, particularly in the current work force. Twenty-six per-
cent of American working adults are functionally illiterate. Nearly 6 per-
cent of the civilian work force suffers from alcoholism, costing the econ-
omy more than $28 billion a year in lost production. A large number of
workers who possess clerical or technological skills are retiring and
replacements are not being trained. The annual turnover rate in the
manufacturing labor force involves one-third of all workers, significantly
reducing productivity, Public incentives favor overwhelmingly capital
and technological investments over worker training as a way to improve
productivity. In reality, this phenomenon reflects the need of the
industries to upgrade their capital equipment inventories and to bring on
high-technology and automated manufacturing systems in an attempt
to keep pace with the work! markets. However, the problems associated
with the industry's current inability to keep up with these changes,
particularly those related to providing timely and relevant training
opportunil les to the current work force, further complicate some of the
problems that we in two-year collegt! education are going to have to be
aware of and, more importantly, develop strategies to accommodate.

Dundalk's Service RegionProblems and Outlook

All of these problems have had an impact on Dundalk Commu-
nity College's service region. The area has been hit by inordinately
high rates of unemployment. While state and regional figures continue
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to ease' clown slightly fi.06411e all-time high of over 10 percent, the
figures of the greater Daaalk,service region hover between 22 and 25
percent. 'his situation is ire large measure ,clue to the decline in
employment potential at three of the major industrial facilities: General
Motors, the Bethlehem Steel plant (Sparrows Point), and the Bethle-
hem Steel shipyard. 'Nal employment for these firms has gone from a
level in 1978 of 29,039 to 16,689 in 1982 .(Hofftmn and Schwartz,
1982).

For the steel industry, developments locally are merely a reflec-
tion of what has happened on a national level. Steel production in the
United States has been declining since 1974. From 1975 to 1980, capac.-
ity utilization remained at about 80 percent before plunging in 1981
and 1982. Similarly, total employment in the steel irclusty nationally
dropped from about 500,000 in 1974 to 400,000 in 1986 -Ind 1981, and
it declined sharply in the first half of 1982 to just over 300,1 00 (Iron and
Steel Institute, 1982).

Steel economists and industry spokespersons expect that the 1982
recession will cause eight to seventeen million tons of industrial capac-
ity to disappear, representing about six plants and 50,000 jobs. Some of
the capacity cart he made up by upgrading other plants, but the jobs
are a permanent loss to the industry (Chavez, 1982). In the spring of

.1982, 50 percent of capacity was the average for the American steel
industry and for the Sparrows Point plant. By June 1982, the industry
slashed production to only 43 percent of capacity, the lowest level since
the second Roosevelt administration, and 106,000 workers, were on
layoffs and another 28,000 were working short weeks. Production j
dropped further to 40 pet-Cent by September)982..Sparrows Point con-

1

dimes to equal the national average (Hofman and Schwartz, -1982).
On July 30, 1981, Bethlehem Steel's chairs. An, Donald H./

rautlein, announced plans calling for a $750 million investment and
modernization program. About half of this sum will be spent at Sparl-

nvs Point (1rautlein, 1981). Modernization of tlw plate mills at the
Sparrows Point plant was one of three projects to begin immediately,
and engineering was announced as underway on installation of a (in-
Mums slab caster and on modernization of the sixty-eight-inch hot-
'strip mill, both at Sparrows Point. In addition, Mr. trautlein noted
that Bethlehem Steel was nearing completion of a $170 million coke
oven battery at Sparrows Point. The Sparrows Point $225 million "I."
blast furnace began operation in 1978, 'and it is the largest iron-making
facility. in the Western Hemisphere. It is an automated facility that dal-
Iv exceeds its rated capacity of 8,000 tons of inns.

It is important to understand that even with the future modeni-
zation and investment plans targeted fin' Sparrows Point, the expected

04
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recovery will not mean that the employment outlook for the plant will
ever approximate previous levels, Hoffman and Schwartz (1982) fore-
cast both a high and a low employment outlook for the Sparrows Point
plant as well as other major industries. At best, the total employment
level is not expected to be in excess of 10,000. The worst-case scenario
calls for an employment level at or near 5,000.

Sparrows Point's Operational Maintenance Initiative.

The Maintenance Management System-that Sparrows Point
worked with from 1973 to 1984 proved to be very beneficial in mills
where everyone madt a good effort to use it. Even in areas where it was
only partially used, it provided some degree of benefit. This system did
not answer all needs completely, but it did point out that the mainte-
nance labor force was not being fully utilized and was not flexible
enough. Still, even with good participation by operating and mainte-
nance supervisors, the system's inflexibility could not generate enough
forces for good repair turnaround. The levels of supervision employed
at the time insulated middle and top management from the hourly
forces and did not utilize the best creative resources of the hourly ranks
(Bethlehem Steel, 1982).

The system allowed only a few of the hourly personnel to partic-
ipate in the maintenance planning effort and, in fact, discouraged the
ideas of hourly .people. Communications among the different layers of
management personnel clearly demonstrated that, except in a few
cases, the hourly ranks had only physical input to the maintenance
effort. Since hourly workers did not feel they were a real part of the
efibrt, they lacked commitment to the system.

The Bethlehem firm has made a strong commitment to adapt to
a new concept of maintenance. The concept evolved from a series"of
visits to Japanese steel plants Nippon Steel, Nippon Kokan, and
Sumitomo Metalall of which had in place an operational mainte-
nance program noted For its efficiency and direct hourly worker partici-
pation. This style of maintenance is new to the American steel
industry, but it has been employed in Japan, and a similar system has
been used in Europe, for ten years. When the plan was first introduced
to the maintenance departments at Sparrows Point, there were many
concerns about how to structure the work force and get operator
involvement in the design and implementation of the concept (Bethle-
hem Steel, 1982).

The fact that many of the hourly employees were fearful of ;Addi-
tional job losses and were generally suspicious about any new proposals
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offered by management did nett make for an easy beginning. However,
the company made a major commitment to involve hourly, salaried,
and supervisory personnel who were potentially impacted by this new
concept on several planning committees and task forces responsible for
developing the overall imple,mentation strategies for the "Point." One of
the main concerns of the operators (that is, the hourly personnel) was
the part of the concept that gives the operator the control of all operat-
ing support functions that are not related to the repair effort; under the
"old" maintenance effort, these functions were perfbrmed by other per-
sonnel. Everyone recognized that the transfer of these functions would
require a great deal of input and cooperation among all parties.

One very important part of the operational maintenance plan
was to provide technical training to maintenance personnel and oper-
ators, as needed, to ensure that work can be done well. A key person in
this concept would be the hourly inspector-planner coor-
dinator. This person would inspect, plan repairs, procure necessary
parts and tools, schedule the work, request the necessary manpower,
and monitor the repairs on returns. Obviously, the person would have
to be well trained in order fbr the system to.work. This position was to
have a new classification for Bethlehem and, as such, individuals would
have to be selected from the current work force and "retrained" to fulfill
the position's responsibilities. Estimates on the total number of posi-
tions varied, but the range fell between 200 and 350 personnel.

Dundalk Community College's Response

Dundalk Community College and Bethlehem Steel had previ-
ously worked on several less elaborate programs leading to an arts asso-
ciate (A.A.) degreein millwright, technology and electrical technology.
Previous programs had always involved voluntary training and skill
upgrading on the part of the Bethlehem employees. Program and cur-
riculum development efforts essentially followed traditional paths and
were a result of efforts of individual faculty operating in isolation with
some level of input from advisory committees or using the survey-
interview approach that has been the cornerstone of most program-
matic development efforts in career training.

Since the new training program was characterized by full-time
required involvement, coupled with general fear and anxiety and a lack
of trust_ on the part of potential participants, a tailored process was sug-
gested by college officials as the method for developing the program. If
the program was to succeed, emphasis needed to be placed on analyz-
ing projected and specific functions and competencies associated with
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this new position, getting direct grass- otits involvement in the process,
.,and finally, getting concurrence from both hourly and salaried person-
nel, management, and the unionnot an easy- task.

The DACUM: Identifying Competencies. (Miller-Beach, 1980)
model of curriculum development Was chosen. I had utilized the pro-
cess with considerable success in other institutions and was knowledge-
able of the success that others had with the model. date, over 400
curric ulum programs have been developed utilizing this approach. I
Mt that the model was well suited for application in this case.

The DACUM Customized Approach

For developers of c impetency-based instructional programs,
DM:UM (Developing a Curriculum) is a relatively quick and inexpen-
sive method for determining which competencies should be.included in
a curriculum. Created and first used by the Experimental Projects
Branch, Canada Department of Regional Economic Expansion, and
the (eneral I. earning Corporation of New York, DACUM is based on
three assumptions: ( 1) Expert workers can define and desc-ibe their
jobs more accurately than anyone else; (2) any job can be effectively
described in terms of the tasks that successful workers in that occupa-
tion perform; and (3) all tasks, in order to be performed correctly,
demand certain knowledge and attitudes from workers. ,

The process requires a panel of expert workers and supervisors
from the occupation being analyzed, a qualified facilitator in Dundalk's
case (.Jack Harris, director of staff and program development, Stalk
Technical College, Canton, Ohio), and a recorder. In three days the
panel develops a profile chart of the skills required in the occupation. A
I )A( M chart serves both as a curriculum plan and as an instrument
for assesing training needs and student achievement (Adams, 1975).

The live-step process (Miller-Beach, 1980) is outlined here:
1. Panel members identify the general areas of competency

required.
2. Focusing on only one area at a dine, the panel specifies the

skills required in each of the categories. Each skill statement is recorded
on a card and posted beside the appropriate category. Eventually, the
category statement, together with the skill Statement, form a "compe-
tency band" on the chart. It is imperative that each statement contain
precise acticn terms, such as "deLect and diagnose engine faults."

3. Alter the skills required in each category have been iden-
tified, panelists make sure that each skill statement is explicit and
itc curate.

4. Skill statements arenkyartured into a learning sequence.
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Panelists decide which skills an entry-level worker should learn and
apply first on the job. The statements are then arranged in order.

5. The facilitator solicits the panelists' consensus regarding the
accuracy of the chart. They should agree that it correctly reflects the
skills inquired in that occupation.

In the DACUM workshop conducted for Bethlehem Steel, since
the position was a "new job," we selected panelists who had at least
some experience with the different aspects of this new position. Four-
teen hourly employes and first-line supervisors spent two days at the
college identifying the competencies needed fir the Inspector-Planner
Program. The facilitator's role was to hammer out the final competency-
based chart.

Historically, the relations between steel unions and manage-
ment have not been good. Consequently, there was a healthy dose of
mutual distrust at the beginning of the process. Gradually this distrust
was replaced with an esprit de corps brought about by the shared goal
and the consensus building inherent to DACUM. At the end of the
two-day period, the group had identified 126 different competencies for
the Inspector-Planner Program.

Utilization of the DACUM process ensured that all of the train-
ing would be job related because now the college had a clear means of
documenting the origin of the training program. A concomitant benefit
was the positive attitude that developed on the part of the hourly
employees and the first -line supervisors who had participated in this
new training program.

While the DACUM group was meeting, several faculty and
Bethlehem Steel staff members met to get acquainted with the broad
objectives of the program. Additionally, in- service training was con-
ducted to help faculty and "Point" personnel understand the competency-
based approach and the integration of identified competencies into
curriculum development efforts. This effort was directed by Curtis
Miles, dean of education resource development, Piedmont Technical
College, South Carolina. Once objectives were identified, the DACUM
panel members and the curriculum development group met to make sure
that the faculty understood the competencies that had been identified
(see Figure 1 fbr a selected listing). Using these competencies, the fac-
ulty, "Point" people, and selected members of the panel developed a
thirty-week, full-time curriculum that was job related.

With these competencies as a basis for the curriculum develop-
ment Olio, both the faculty and the company employees found this to
he a challenging and rewarding process, since both groups had to test
their ideas in an unfamiliar atmosphere. The faculty was intrigued
with the opportunity to take educational theory and apply it to a,real-
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Figure 1. DACUM Matrix of Occupational Competencies Dundalk Community College

INSPECTOR PLANNER

A PRACTICE SAFETY
1 Follow com

pony safety
program

2 Fat ow OSHA.
MOSHA. Federal
and state
regulations

,

3 Use emergency
numbers and
calling
arocedures

4 Select and
use appropriate
lire extinguishers

'

5 Select and
use appropriate
salety equipment
s a . personal
equipment.
stretchers. etc

13, Demonstrate
proper use of
portable
equipmenz i e ,
lighting, vents

6 Use specia'ited
tools i e spark
proof. insulated

14 Demonstrate '

proper use of
platforms
and scaffolding

7 Read Job
Safety Analysts

8. Use signs
and warning

devices

.

9 Demonstrates
basic last
aid techniguis,

10 Demonstrate
confined
space procedures

11. Demonstrate
proper tigging
lifting and
control
techniques

12 Demonstrate
shut down
and start up
procedures

15. Demonstrate
good house ,

wkeeping pro
caddies

16, Fallow heat
alert procedures
land hypothermia)

8 DEMONSTRATE
1001'4E06E OF
HAZARDOUS
MAT E R'ALS AND
CONOITIONS

I Demonstrate
knowledge of
gas promises

2 Dernonspate
knowledge al
atmospheric
test equipment

3. Demanstraie
knowledge of
hieards and
Properties al
chemicals

4 Demonstrate
tinny/ledge of
!wards and
properties of
rneteisels

Winn. pumping

5, Oemanstrate
awareness of
special haeards
i e . radiation,

6 Follow sate
haeasdaus
waste
disposal

C DEMONSTRATE
JOB PROFICIENCY

Demonstrate*
basic under
Minding al

(Electrical and
Mechanical) I bearings

.

2 burning and
welding

PCB's

3 aiignmeni
4 basic

metallurgy
5. geatong 6. 1st) and

clearance

1 layout and
labrdatinn

8 hydraulics end
pneumatics

9 electrical/
electronic
lundamentals

10 physics and
mechanical
principles

II rigging
principles

12. Pumps and
cylinders

11 instrumentation
14 refrigeration

and air
conditioning

15 steam and
pressure

16 turbines,
blowers.
and fans

i
II thermodynamics

18 mechanise/
electrical
ottettot king
sequenCe

19 adhesives
arid sealants

20 fasteners
21 cnnveyor

.ystems
22. ',metope.

and reeving

23 drives and
transmissions

24 tools
25 Dower

Iransmissinn
couplings

26 hoses
27 seals and

packing (Mechanical,
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and pt °teflon
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bins, and chutes)

29 pipe fitting
and tubing

(Electrical)

30 AC,DC
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end generators

31 transformer
(henry

32 conductors,
inSirlatnr1
and conduit

33 Orsini-al
regulators

34 high voltage
switch gear

35 principles
of batteries

bi "
, I nut fr
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D. DEMONSTRATE
COMMUNICATION
ABILITY

I Demonstrate
ability to
communicate
technical
intimation

9 Demonstrate
ability to
follow
instructions

2. Dam onstrite
ability to
communicate
with other
departments

,

3 Denionstrate
interpersonal
xelationships

4. Demonstrate
knowledge of
oiganitational
and depart
mental resources
and duties

5. Demonstrate
basic writing
skills

6. Demonstrate
leadership
abilities

7. Deinonstree
positive vin
lorcement
abilities

8 Demonstrate
patience

effectively

10 Demonstrate
ability to
listen

11 Demonstrate
ability to
solicit input

E DEMONSTRATE
UNDERSTANDING
OF INSPECTION
TECHNIQUES AND
PLANNING

I Establish
inspection
routes and
frequencies

_
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preventive
maintenance
routes and
frequencies

-
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inspection
procedures

4. Demonstrate
diagnostic
procedures
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equipment
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requests

8 Schedule
work
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basic typing

F. USE PARTS
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1.10101 parts
list

-
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parts
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availability

6 Order
necessary
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7. Receive and
inspect parts

8. Arrange lot
removal of
putt

9. Arrange for
rebuilding
parts

10. Arrange for
modifying
parts

11. Return unused
'parts to in
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1 Demonstrate
ability to
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2. Read ...id
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3 Read and
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exploded
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Anton:net
catalogs
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nical manuals
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engineering
drawings
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MEASURING DEVICES
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equipment
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test equipment

6 Demonstrate
use of tam
perature test
equipment

7 Demonstrate
use of sonic
lest equivalent

T'. Demonstrate
basic under
standing of
material hard
nets testing j



Figure 1. DACUM Matrix of Occupational Competencies Dundalk Community College (continued)
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basic know
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measuring
equipment

5. Demonstrate
understanding
of maintenance
standards

6 Demonstrate
ability to
perdict time
and men
power needed
for repairs

I E %PLAIN
LOCAL
PROCESS

1 Demonstrate
understanding
of overall
operation and
critical path

2 Demonstrate
ability to set

. priorities

3 Demonstrate
understanding
of component
operation

4 Demonstrate
understanding
of operational
standard:

7 Arrange for
interdepartment
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8 Demonstrate
basic under
standing of
control
control

1 DEMONSTRATE
KNOWLEDGE OF
LUBRICANTS
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basic under
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lubricant
theory

2 Demonstrate
basic under
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lubricant
systems

3 Demonstrate
bon under
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different
lubricants

4. Use lubricant
code books
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oil recovery
S.010/111%

6. Demonstrate
basic undo'
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filters and
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basic under
standing of
product
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hands of
various fluids
and lubricants _
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compatability
of fluids. lubri
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Innen, etc.

_
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world situation. Equally, the company representatives found it intrigu-
ing to take actual job knowledge and relate it to the, educat ional process.
Both groups had to, take time out to explain company or educational
jargon to one another, and both groups derived pleasure from being
able to adopt quickly the other's jargon.

After two days of learning the DACUM approach and concep-
tualizing the needs of the Inspector-Planner Program, the group spent
two additional days of intensive work assigning the 126 competencies to
a group of courses. In some cases, these courses already existed at the

college and were Utilized with minor modifications. Most of the courses
(approximately 90 percent), however, were developed specifically for
the prOgrani. Utilization of a more traditional curriculum developmerit
format probably would have taken an entire semester. This approach,
front competency identification to identification of the course of study,
took one weekone very intensive week (Bruns, 1983)!

Using these competencies, the college's Counseling and Testing
Division determined the math and reading levels required l'or the pro-
gram. Special assessment instruments were designed so that they only
measured items that were related to the job. Employees not passing the

initial preassessment could sign up fur a two-week brush-up course and
take the assessment a second time. This provision was made because
the program involved many employees who had been out of school for
as many as twenty-five years. After taking the first assessment, the
employees klentified as needing more than a brush-up were offered the
opportunity to take semester-long remedial courses to upgrade their
skills for future training sessions.

Anxiety among the workers applying for the program was
extremely high, since rumors had circulated that the test was designed
to keep nutst of the eligible employees out of the Inspector-Planner Pro-
gram. Once the actual test had been given, the anxiety level was
reduced as it became apparent that the test was not designed to be a
select ion tool but merely to provide a etoca for the skill level needed for
success in the college program, The college also met with union officials
from both the local and the international union to explain the reason
for the test and what the tests were designed to do.

Since die community college has become the work station fO
Bethlehem Steel employees, several other problems have developed,
While both the fatuity and the company are committed to turning out
the highest caliber of trained employees, the company's expenditure of
( onsiderable sunny of money created a need on its part for sonic early
termination procedures. Since the faculty have an ongoing commit-
ment to doing whatever is possible to help stud( its achieve, regardless
of time or cost, those procedures were an anathema. This problem
(along with others) was solved simply by allowing the fa( ulty, coin-

5 /
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patty, and union representatives to discuss it and determine how all
sides could effectively deal with it. The ability to work together is one of
the outstanding benefits of a program of this type, and the cooperation
has extended into new areas where it previously had not occurred: Fac-
ulty, for the first time, were able to obtain the cooperation of a major
corporation in providing equipment, technology, and, most of all, the
information that is needed to enhance existing courses, Working with
this innovative program greatly enhanced faculty morale.

Since selection for the program is based upon seniority, once the
criteria had been met successfully, the first twenty-five inspector-
planners to arrive at Dundalk Community College had an average of
thirty years with the company. Consequently, the college realized that
the transition from steel mill to college student for these workers would
be a major one. The company and college planned a three-day orienta-
tion for the grOup. The orientation ranged from team-building skills to
an understanding of the college's grading system. Included in the orien-
tation was a one-day tour of the Sparrows Point plant because, while
these employees. had spent thirty years ther;e, most of them had never.
seen the complete steel-making process.

The college faculty also participated either in this tour or in'a
previous "behind-the-scenes tour" arranged just for them. The three-
day orientation ended with a reception for the inspector-planners and
their wives on the last evening. Prior to the reception, the wives and
men went through a counseling brainstorming session to look at the
poAble changes that their lives would undergo in the next thirty
vieeks. As an outgrowth of these meetings, the wives requested addi-
tional sessions as the semester unfolded. Also, some of the wives have
expressed interest in signing up for course work at the college.

The first group has completed the two-semester program. Of
the twenty-five who started, two decided to return to the plant before
the first eight-week termination period, and the remainder of the class
stirressinlly completed the program. The second class lost one member
after the initial two -clay orientation, with no other dropouts to date, A
new group will begin every sixteen weeks until 200 to 300 individuals
arc trained. We expect things to he smoother with the succeeding
gnaws because both the employees applying for the program and the
instructors have a better idea of what to expect.

Future Direction and Applications

Si recess of I MCUM fOr operational nmintenanee has served
as a basis for the college deciding the following:

All career-oriented programs will he reviewed and redefined

5d
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on a competency basis over a two -year period by utilizing the
DACUM approach .

All new programs in the design and development phase will
be developed using DACUM
At least eight faculty members from selected disciplines will
be trained as DACUM facilitators, thereby reducing the need
for outside technical assistance and. further developing our
response capability; this effort is nearly complete.

With the success of this program and approach, additional
opportunities have been realized. Specifically, the college has devel-
oped a customized Master Maintenance Mechanics Program for W.
R.. Grace Corporation and designed a competency-based Master Mill-
wright Program for Eastern Stainless Steel Corporation. Negotiations
are underway to develop a competency-based First-Line Supervisory
Development Program for the Sparrows Point plant. There are over
500 first-line supervisors at the plant, which will ensure a steady flow of
students into the program in the years ahead. .

A unique effort has also been underway to examine how the
DACUM process could be utilized to revitalize our arts and science
two-year curriculum program. A. DACUM workshop harbeen held
and specific competencies have been identified. Some follow-up valida-
tion will be conducted with selected field reviewers representing four-
and two-year college faculty in selected discipline clusters. We look
forward to the final results.

It is also my feeling that the DACUM customized curriculum
development effort has other and possibly more significant applica-
tions. As Figure 2 suggests, if better methods of articulation of credit
for training can be developed, the potential for an enhanced relation-
ship between the educational and indulttrial sectors can be realized to
each side's benefit. The DACUM approach is at least one way in which
we can document clearly the type of training that specific industries re-
quire, but it can also he utilized as a means of documenting what is
already taking -place. If we are committed to determining the same
level of specificity for our own programs, then linking the training ele-
ments together through close collaboration can serve as an "access"
model for working adults that accommodates not only their needs for
career arid personal development but also business and industry's
needs tier a broader array of training services and technical assistance.
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Figure 2. Linking Business and Industry
to Educational Opportunities
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North, Carolina's state-supported programs linking
community colleges to industrial training needs provide
an example of successful government -education industry

collaboration.

North Carolina: A Statewide
System of Training for New
and Existing Industries

H. ,fames Owen

North Carolina's fifty-eight community and technical colleges are the
"presumptive deliverers of public postsecondary training designed to
meet the needs of individuals, business, and .state development *cc,
tives," as outlined in an executive order by Governor James 13. Hunt,
Jr. (1983, p. 1).

Governor Hunt had indicated in 1981 that the state's commu-
nity and technical colleges are "the backbone of our economy." He went

on to note that community and technical colleges were the most impor-
tant single element in his program of economic development.

This chapter reviews several areas included in the North Caro-
lina statewide economic development strategy: cooperative skills training

This c halite,. Is bawd Minn pri.sntations mace to thc. American Association of
Ccamminity and.Juttior (AA(:1(:) Council on ( upational Education in 19111
and AA( :J(: National Council nn Community Services and Continuing Ethic ation in

1982.

1+:1 rA. R (1.1,1. ) and IrquItry

11.11.1"i I nn 48 S.'', ham imi lonney11,1.4, I tri Umbel 14114
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centers, state priority programs, new and expanding industry training,
and state legislative support. Strategies that have been successful
nationally will also be reviewed.

Cooperative Skills Training Centers

The .purpose of establishing coopyrative skills training centers
was to allow local institutions and industries to assess cooperatively
local training needs and to develop instructional programs that are
uniquely designed to respond to these needs. The nature and scope of
the training \might vary; however, the training centers were directed
toward the needs of the production and manufacturing industries with
particular emphasis on the occupations of industrial maintenance,
machinist, and tool and die making. These programs were Of particular
importance to existing industries that needed specific skill training for a
small group Of employees.

The state legislature granted $75,000 per institution per year in
special fundS for cooperative skills training centers at eight institutions
in 1981-82 ;ind fifteen institutions during fiScal year 1982-83. The
greatest need for training was in updating the skillS of existing employ-
ees in the areas of electricity and electronics, particularly relating to
trouble-shooting motor controls, programmable controllers, and micro-
processor controls.. There was also a continuing need to upgrade the
skills of machinists, tool and die makers, and industrial maintenance
personnel.

The following institutions were approved for cooperative skills
training centers in 1982-83:

Catawba Valley Technical Institute
Cleveland County Technical Institute
Coastal Carolina Community College
Davidson County Community College
Forsyth Technical Institute
Guiltbrd Technical Institute
Halifax Community College
Lenoir Community College
Mitchell Community College
Piedmont Technical College
Pitt Technical Institute
Robeson Technical Institute
Rowan Technical Institute
Wake Technical Institute
Wilkes Community College
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The Mowing types and numbers of industries received training
through cooperative skills 'training centers during 1982-83:

Number of
Types of Industries Served

Furniture Manufacturing 101

Textile and/or Apparel Manufacturing 92
Metalworking Trades 54
Electrical/Electronic Companies 50
Miscellaneous Manufacturing (includes paper, 44

chemical, rubber, plastics, wood, pharmaceuticals,
and food processing)

Other Trades and Occupations 40
Construction Trades 30
Public Service (includes utilities, hospitals, 13

transportation, and banking)
Tot al 424

The number of people who received instruction through cooper-
ative skills training centers during 1982-83 totaled 3,451 in eight occu-
pational areas:

Number of
Occupations Trainees

Production Managers and Supervisors 927
industrial Maintenance Workers (includes mechanics, 802

plumbers, pipe fitters, machine fixers, and HVAC
mechanics)

Machinist and Tool and Die Makers 531
Production Workers (includes machine operators, 442

tile setters, assemblers, forklift operators)
Elect rical/Electronic Occupations 227
Product Distributors (includes sales, warehousing, 226

shipping, receiving, and truck traffic controllers)
Engineering Technicians (includes drafters, 175

designers, and quality assurance analysts)
Metal Fabrication Workers 121

3,451

Instruction was offered in eight broad areas with some employ-
ees iaolved in more than one skill area during 1982-83:
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Type of Skills !aught
Number of

Trainees

Industrial Maintenance and 1,261
Production-Related Training

Supervisory Training 549
Electrical/Electronic Skills . 506
Metalworking and Related Skills 457
Management Information 406 .

Microprocessor and Computer Applications 386
General and Job-Related Instruction 375

Total 3,940

A total of 309. training classes were taught during 1982-83.
Approximately 51 percent of the training was conducted at the institu-
tion and the remaining 49 percent took place at an industrial site. The
number of classes conducted by individual cooperative skills training
centers ranged from six to fifty-one with the average number being
twenty-one classes per center. The shortest course reported was two
hours in length and the longest 440 hours. Twenty-four courses were
longer than 100 clock hours, but the majority were between twenty-
four and sixty-six hours in length.

The large number of different skills taught and the varied orga-
nizational and instructional methods used reflect the philosophy and
intent of this program.

State Priority Programs

The state legislature allocated $1.2 million for each year of the
1981-1983 biennium for equipment and operating costs for state prior-
ity programs. The money was earmarked for programs new to an insti-
tution as well as 14 enriching and upgrading existing programs in pri-
ority areas. The state board of community colleges approved $42,277
per program per year for each of thirty programs. The programs iden-
tified as high-cost, state priority, critical-need programs included
instrumentation technology, industrial maintenance technology, chem-
ical technology, machinist, and computer programming,

The state board of community colleges established basic criteria
fir the distribution of the funds for these programs. Individual institu-
tions requesting the funds were required to provide: statements empha-
sizing the need fin r the specific programs; descriptions of job titles;
expected employment opportunities fir graduates of the programs;
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projected number of students to be served; existing training and educa-
tional opportunities; program balance; and advisory and agency
involvement. The prefunding of start-up costs fbr new programs along
with the funds for enriching or upgrading existing programs of a state-
priority nature have' been extremely helpful tO community and techni-
cal colleges in carrying out their role as the state's presumptive deliv-
erer of skilled training. An overview of these programs from 1981
through 1984 is shown in Figure 1.

New and Expanding Industry Training

Nearly $11 billion in new and expanding industry investments
and more than 170,000 new jobs have been announced for the state
during the period 1977-1982: It is the role of the Department of Com-
munity Colleges' new and expanding industry program to assist these
industries in training new production employees for specific job skills.
This program is provided with state funds and is offered at little or no
cost to the industry. The job of this program is to provide people who
are trained to company specifications and who will be ready for
employment when an industry opens its doors for production.

The cost of training is going up with the shift to high-technology
programs. When the new and expanding industry program began over
twenty years ago, the bulk of the training-was generally in. traditional
industries such as agriculture, textiles, and furniture. Now approxi-
mately two-thirds of the training is in the areas of metals, metals fabri-
cation, electronics, and chemicals.

Providing skilled manpower for both new and expanding indus-
try is one of the community college system's major responsibilities.
Closely linked to the state's-economic development ethos, the system
operates an array of programs to foster industrial growth, an arrange-
ment that has focused national attention on North Carolina's ability to
meettliec lemands_of business and industry for skilled workers and that
has established the program as a model for training.

During the last decade, there Lc been a change in North Caro-
Inas job training markeiplace as new inelustries have moved into the
stale and as existing industries have expal:ded and changed direction.
Figures from the Department of Community College's Industry Ser-
vies Division show, few example, that in 1971-72, 61 percent of the
new and expanding industry training projects related to textile, food,
and wood products industries. About 22 percent were for high-
thnology industries such as fabricated metals, electronic machinery,
and transportation equipment industries. 'Fen years later, in 1981-82,



Figure 1. North Carolina Department of Community Colleges
State Priority (Critical-Need) Programs: 1981-1984

Program Name (Program No.)

1981-82
Additional
hograms
to System

1982-83
Additional
Programs
to System

1983-84
Additional
Programs
to System

1982-83
Upgrading of

Existing
Programs
in System

'1983-84
Upgrading of

Existing
Programs
in System

Existing
Programs as of

June 30, 1983,
in System

Electronic Eng. Tech (T-045) 6 2 3 10 40

Machinist (V-932) 2 5 7 39

Industrial Maim. Tech CIA 119) 4 1 1 11

Indus. Mann. (Electronic.) (V-028) 8 I 25

Eleoroni( I brut Proc. (T-022) . 3 3 45

Instrumentation Tech. (T-048) 3 8

Nursing (T-059) & (T-116) 2 ti 42

( :hemical '1echnology (T-037) 2 5

Industrial NI hanks (V-033) 3 10

Electronic( hanical Tech. (T-039) 1

Mechanical Eng. Tech. (T-051) 2 8

Me( h. Draft, & Design (T-043) 5 20

Nlantilacturing Eng. Tech. (T-05(1) 6

Automation/Robotics To h. (T-173) 1 None
Microclectr(mics Tech. (T-174) 1 None

23 8 5 22 25

.S.11,111Y 1481 -114 Nliooles North Carolina I):partmott of Community ( :ollegcs.
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the figures show the opposite: 61 percent in high - technology areas and
23 percerit in textile and related industries.

The figures also show that training people for high-technology
occupations is more costly. In 1971-72, when the higher percentage of
training projects concerned textile and related industries, the cost per
trainee was $93.18. With the shift to high-technology training pro-
grams, the cost per trainee during 1981-82 was $383.89. The total cost
of training in 1981-82 for all areas was $2.2 million.

During the 1983-84 fiscal year, 35 percent of the training pro-
grains were in the coastal areas of the state, 42 percent in the piedmont,
and 23 percent in the mountains.

All training programs are administered by a local institution (a
community college, a 'technical college, or a technical institute) serv-
ing the area in which the industry is located. Local administration en-
sures constant attention and a prompt response to industry needs.
Within the North Carolina Department of Community Colleges there
is one entire division, the Industry Services Division, dedicated exclu-
sively to developing industrial training. The Industry Services Division
is stalkd by professionals experienced in helping the institutions design
and operate customized training programs for new and expanding
manufacturing companies.

The Industry Services Division is financed solely by the state of
North Carolina. There are no federal funds involved. The North Caro-
lina legislature appropriates state money directly to the state board of
conununity colleges for the exclusive purpose of providing this twining
service to the state's new and expanding manufacturing industries.

The state lirmides all necessary instructors. If a company pre-
fers to use some of its own peqlsonnl as instructors, the state still pays
the salaries of all instructors.

The resources of the Industry Services Division arc available to
any new or expanding manufacturing employer creating a minimum of
twelve new production jobs in North Carolina and to any new or pros-
pective employee referred for training by the participating company or
its employment agent.

The basic purpose of the industrial training service is to encour-
age companies to create more jobs in North Carolina. Therefore, the
state-sponsored training may continue as long as the company continues
to create new jobs in numbers sufficient to justify the investtnent of
training funds. There are no arbitrary limits on a company's eligibility.

Most often. classes are conducted on the sponsoring college's
campus or at the company's plant. If neither of these alternatives is
practical, state funds may be used to lease adequate training space in
the community.
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The state provides stall( lard equipment normally associated with
vocational and technical training (lathes, welding machines, nieasur-
ing instruments, oscilloscopes, and so on), However, the company is
expected to furnish any equipment specialized to its particular proc4ucts
or processes.

North Carolina's industrial service offers multiple employment -
enrollment options trot typically fOund in other states. Employees may
be trained before they are- hired (pre-employment training), after they
are . hired (posteployment training), or under any combination of
these two modes. This versatility is one of the features that enables
North Carolina's training service tft respond to althost any situation,
Experienced industrial training specialists help each company .select
the approach that best suits its particular circumstances.

North Carolina's industrial training service makes a conscious
effort not to infringe on a company's right of selection. At a company's
request, however, the Employment Security Commission will test and
screen job candidates. Those applicants meeting the criteria established
for a particular jiiti arc referred to the company for further evaluation.

The versatility of North Carolina's industrial training service is
virtually unlimited. Because of its inherent flexibility, this -service can
accommodate almost any type of production job. Any job that can be
defined can he arranged into a logical learning sequence.

Figure 2 indicates a ten-year comparison of types of training
provided by type of company.

State Legislative Support

The year 1981 was proclaimed as the "Year of the Community
College" in North Carolina. The year's biggest challenge was securing
the $33 million of documented equipment needed to bring existing
technical and vocational programs up to minimum levels. These needs
had been documented P.cently through institutional surveys. Governor
lunt's (1981) proclamation pointed out the community and technical

college system's ctattributions to the economic development of the state
and to the quality of life of its citizens. In talks with business and indus-
try leaders, speeches to the state legislature, and interviews with news
media across the state, the governor focused on the system's critical
need for dollars to repair -and replace outdated and, in some cases,
Work! War II vintage training equipment._

Governor Hunt and tht'state board of community colleges chair-
man Carl Ilorn (chairman of the board and chief executive officer of
Duke Power Company) also launched a concerted effort to encourage
business and industry to donate or allow on-site use of equipment for



Figure 2. A Ten-Tear Comparison of Training Provided to New and Expanding
Companies in Selected Industrial Categories

Fabricated Metals, Machinery,
Textile, Food, and Electronic and

Wood Products Transportation Equipment Capital
Investment by

Average Average New and
Hourly Hourly Expanding

Fiscal Appropriations Allotments Total No. 'lino! No. Cos, per No. of Percent Production No. of Percent Production Industries
Year to Deportment to Institutions Projects Trainees Trainee Projects. of Mal Wage Projects of Total Wage (Calendar Year)

1970-71 $ 728,0011 $ 918,28(0 92 9,855 $93.12 56 61 $2.28 20 22 $2.81 $ 631,954,00(1
(1970)

195 -76 728,000 726,919 66 6,431 113.03 28 42 3.26 21 32 4.01 701,286,000
(1975)

1980 /l 1 1,786,552 1,651,742 80 4,003 412.63 16 20 4.96 48 60 6.14 2,240,196,000

(1980)

'' Re( ,.I III supplemental apptopnatituts nl $200,11011

.1mtne NtitIll (:arolina ( :olitinunity Colleges, 1982.
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training, an appeal that at best has provided up to 5 percent of what the
system needs; ntblic funds are needed for the vast majority of equip-
ment needs. At the same tune, letters from the North Carolina Depart-
ment of Revenue were received outlining tax benefits to business fitr
the loan of an employee or piece of equipment to a community college.

The effort began to pay off in the 1981-1983 biennium when the
stage legislature appropriated $5 million in new equipment funds for
the connintinity college system. In addition, in September 1981, the sys-
tem received its first major donation through this program $50,000
worth of drafling equipment from IBM Corporation. Other businesses
have now donated approximately $4.5 million worth of equipment and
materials for the system. Since the equipment came very rapidly, the
comniunity college system established a warehouse in Raleigh to stock
the donations so that individual colleges could order and pick tip from
one location.

The 1983 state legislature (lid a finc.job in continuing to support
community and technical colleges with special emphasis on equipment.
The state budget fhr community and technical colleges was increased
$25 million for 1983-84 as compared with 1982-83. For 1983-84, over
$7.5 Million of this increase was in new money earmarked for new voca-
tional and technical equipment. The $15 million appropriation of hew
equipment money for 1983-1984 along with the $5 million of new
money for 1981-1983 and with $4.5 million in donations from business
and industry will go far in meeting the current equipment needs of
North Carolina's community and technical colleges.

In a(klit ion, the state general assembly waived fees for students
enrolled in new and expanding industry training; this gives added sup-
port to efforts to assist industry. Furthermore, it waived fees for all per-
sons ill adult basic education and in adult high school and (AEI) (gen-
eral education development) classes, feeling that every North Caro-
linian, regardless of age, should be able to receive education through
the high school level without having to pay tuition. During 1982-83,
over 20 percent of the high school diplomas awarded in North Carolina
were awarded through the community college system. The balance
%%Tie awarded through regular high school programs. In addition,
apploximatelv 34,000 students were enrolled in adult basic education
courses during 1982-83 in die community college system.

Successful Elements Nationally

The reports of the many exemplary itrograms and practices of
iti(hiso v ;111d education collaboration across the country were analyzed
by 1Varliirtid, Persavich, and I:Angelic (l9til) to ascertain what made
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them successful, the common elements that successful programs shared,
and the distinct qualities of successful programs, The practitioners
involved. with these programs were asked to identify the critical ele-
ments Inc success in their programs, Common elements of successful
economic development in North Carolina were outlined in a. separate
study by Clary and Iverson (1983). Many of the elements deemed suc-
cessful in North Carolina were very sirnilar to those found beneficial on
a national basis. The following eleven elements summarize the chara-
teristics of successful industry-education collaboration as found in the
national study (Warmbrod; Persavich, and I:Angelic, 1981):

1. There must be good, -clear communication among key per-
sons in industry and education.

2. Excellence in teaching is essential.
3. There must he institutional flexibility in meeting the needs

of industry.
. Programs offered must be of high quality.
. (;od, 'active advisory committees are important.

Education should have a quick response time in meeting
industry needs.

7. There must be recogniti of mutual
8. The support of administrators and faculty within the col-

lege is required to serve industry successfully.
9. Careful and thorough planning in each cooperative effort

is essential.
10. A clearly written agreement or contract helps achieve suc-

cessful completion of joint endeavor.
11. 'Him. should be continued evaluation of the program to

update and improve it,

Conclusion

North ( :arolina's statewide system of education and training for
economic growth and development through the community college sys-
tem works. It works because a wide variety of people work together on
this goal as one of the most important ones fine North Carolina. The
attitude ()I governmental leaders tovard business and toward the role
that community and technical colleges play in job training and eco-
nomic development is a very important ingredient for success. It is not
likely that many states Will be able to duplicate all of the successful eh-
mws of business, government, and education that do and have existed
in North Carolina lor many years, but our overall success boils down to

,uunvork allall elements working together tovard the common goal of
economic development for Nord) Carolina.

i
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The provision of stale funds for the development of contract
courses at community colleges in New York has led to increased
worker productivity and enhanced college- employer relations.

Worker Education for Improved
Productivity: The Role of
New York State Community
College Contract Courses

W Gary McGuire

In 1981, New York State, in order to promote greater involvement
of its thirty community colleges in economic development, funded a
$3 million three-year project to help community colleges initiate train-
ing contracts with local businesses. During the first two years of this
project, over 450 companies were served by 345 contract courses. This
chapter describes the involvement of New York's community colleges,
including a case study of a statistical process control course.

Ncw York State Community College
Contract Course Legislation

Legislation enacted in 1948 created community colleges in New
York State. A few years later, these colleges became part of the newly
formed State University of New York (SUNY). The community 'col-
leges were founded as part of the state's commitment to increasing
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access to higher edit( ation, Over the years, New York community ol-
leges have enlarged their role in serving business and industry; how-
ever, the desire to be of even More service was thwarted by a state regu-
lation that prohibited colleges from receiving any state assistance for
courses provided for specific! groups and not open to the public.

Community college's are funded by three major funding sources:
state aid, which equals approximately :i4 percent of community college
revenue; student tuition, which is currently limited to a.maximum of
33 percent of budget revenue; and local tax support, which normally
picks up the balance of an individual college's revenue. Funding from
the state is based on a college's full-time equivalent (FTE') enrollment
and currently is approximately $1,000 per VIT.An FTE in New York
is equivalent to thirty student credit hours and is supported from all
sources at about $3,00.0 per year. F'l'E enrollment is calculated on a
three-yea weighted average rather than on actual enrollment for the
year to which funding is applied. The average provides a cushion in
years two and three to a college that experiences a decline in year one.
Most inmunity colleges in New York have experienced consistent ris-
ing enrollments, so this fiwinula results in underfunding,

In 1980, the expanding role of New York State community col-
leges and the restrictive nature of the funding formula prohibiting tax
assistance for contract courses led to the enactment of legislation encour-
aging community colleges to contract. specific training for local busi-
nesses and industries to allow these courses to be used in the funding
formula for state ai(I. The legislation provides that state aid be paid for
the entire FTE, enrollment in contract courses rather than for the weighted
average typically used. The legislation also allows contract course
Ixpeuses to be funded by a combination of coMpany fees and state aid.
This means contract course expenses do not have to he budgeted in ad-
vance but rather are approved as, individual contracts are negotiated.
The enabling legislation holds that contract course costs shall include
costs for "courses offered for the purposes of providing occupational
training or assistance to businesses fbr the creation, improvement, and
retention o,job opportunities, through contract arrangements between
a comunity college and a business, labor organization, or not-fin.-
profit corporation, includity.r, management committees composed of
labor, business, and community leaders organized to promote labor
management relations, productivity, quality of working life, industrial
growth, and retention of business in the,-community" (New York State
Education Law, 19041.

In 1981, the first year of this legislation, 109 New York State
businesses ontrac fO 172 courses. The following year, the program
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served 362 businesses with 173 courses, operating 1,031 F'l'Es and
serving 16,931 people. Figure 1 shows the ten most popular courses
()tiered to industries in the 'state in 1982-83.

Contract course legislation was initially approved for a three-
year period as an experiment. Also, it limited state support of the pro-
gram to $1 million annually. The 1984 New York State budget proposal
included a renewed funding for contract ,courses with an increased
annual appropriation to $1.5 million.

The Statistical Process Control Concept

In yrecent years, New York companies discovered that Japanese
products were consistently superior in cost and quality to their own.
Factors such as social attitudes, government operation, and group psy-
chology are often credited with producing this superiority. But another
important factor has been identified that impacts directly on both qual-
ity and productivity. After World War II, the noted American statisti-
cian, Dr. W. Edward Demming, taught Japanese management to use
statistical process control to improve quality and reduce manufacturing
costs. The statistical proyf.ss control concept involves preventing the
manufacture of defective parts instead of detecting defective parts once
they have been produced. The cost of detection systems can be astro-
nomical. Bet seen 15 and 40 percent of the cost of manufacturing any
product is caus61 by failure to make it right the first time. The eco-
nomic relationship of quality and productivity is powerful, and the

opportunity f6r change is great.
Because of this, New York State community colleges are involved

in a;rnajor retraining program aimed at improving quality, productiv-
ity, and competitive position by helping companies adopt process con
trol methods. Many companies are demanding that their suppliers do

the same, and so the colleges are working with vendors as well. In 1982-
83, the most heavily enrolled contract course in the state was that on
statistical process control. Most of these courses are part of an overall
training program of the companies 16r whom the courses are provided.
These training programs are expected to accomplish the 11lowing:

Produce management understanding of new economic reali-
ties, commitment to mew philosophies, leadership in chang-
ing business practices and work environments, and the devel-

opment of new management skills and attitudes
Adopliou oI nel,y methods and techniques for improving qual-
ity and productivity, removal of barriers to improvement,
and utilization of employee commitment to quality

7;)



Figure 1. Ten Most Popular Contract Courses Offered by
New York State Community Colleges in 1982-1983

Course 7'itle Community College Company Total Enrollment

1. Statistical Process
Control

2. Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR)

3. Financial Planning

4. Electrical Safety

5. Industrial Safety

Adirondack Corn. Col.
Erie Com. Col.
FingerLakes Com, Col.

,Jamestown. Corn. Col.
Monroe Com. Col.
Niagara County Corn. Col.
Ulster Corn. Col.

Broome Corn. Col.
Duchess Com. Col.
Hudson Valley Com. Col.

Broome Com. Col.

Broome Com. Col.

Broome Com. Col.
Finger Lakes Com, Col.
Jamestown C:mi. Col.
Monroe (:urn. Cul.
Ulster Com. Col,

Hollingsworth & Vose
Chevrolet Motor Div.
Volplex Corporation
Falconer Glass Ind.
Rochester Form Machine
Harrison Radiator Div.
IBM

IBM
IBM
Highgate Nursing Home
Norton Corp.

IBM

IBM

IBM
Hartman Engineering

Jamestown Management Assoc.
Rochester Products Div.
Assoc. for Retarded Clrildren

1,587

950

942



6, Time Management

7. Professional Skills
Development

Corning Com. Col.
Monroe Corn. Col.

Tompkins-Cortland Corn. Col.
Ulster Corn. Col.

Duchess Corn.

Thatcher Glass Corporation
Rochester Gas & Electric Corp.
Rochester Products Div.
Sybron/Nalge
Cortland Memorial Hospital
IBM

IBM

351

305

B. Principles of Jamestown Corn. Col. Jamestown Metal Corp.
Supervision Falconer Glass

Bush Industries
Jefferson Corn. Col,
Monroe Com. Col,

Phillip's Cable Man. Co.
WXXI-FM
Community Savings Bank

Rockland Com. Col. Orange & Rockland Inc.
Westchester Com. Col. Empire of America 246

(1. Stress Management Broome Corn. Col,
Corning Com. Col.

IBM
Thatcher Glass

Hudson Valley Corn. Col. ,Jarrirstown Man. Assoc.
Olean Homemaker's Service

,Jamestown Com. Col.
Monroe Com. Col.

Chatauqua Opportunities, Inc,
R. T. French Co.

Niagara County Com. Col. Nurses United 210

10. Word Processing Corning Com. Col. Thatcher Class
Mohawk Valley Corn, Col. Oneida/Herkimer Consortium
Hudson Valley Com, Col. St. Regis Paper Company
Rockland Com. Col. Leder le Laboratories Corp. 167
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Sustained efltirts to improve processes or products and ser-
vices to reduce costs and to meet customer requirements.

Erie Community College, located. in Buffalo, and Niagara
Outfit>, Community College, located fifteen miles north of Buffalo,
have become heavily involved in statistical process control (SPC) in-
struction for two separate divisions of General Motors Corporation.
The SPC courses are basically the same, although they are not pro-
vided under similar conditions. Erie Community College began its pro-
gram in 1980 in conjunction with the development of a large, new
Chevrolet engine production facility located in a suburb of Buffalo.
The training.project, entitled "Training for the Future," was unique for
several reasons. The magnitude of the training eflbrt was far greater
than any other efliirt undertaken in western New York for a specific
industry. The project involved 4,500 employees of the Chevrolet engine
plant who were to receive all or part of a program designed to acquaint
them with new techniques and technology to be used in the production
of a new four-cylinder engine on a modernized engine assembly line.
While all of the peopic in the project would not work on the assembly
line, it was believed that the new technology would eventually have
widespread application, so all 1,500 employees would benefit from this
training program.

A second factor that made the "Training for the Future" project
unique was the opportunity provided fOr industry and education to
cooperate, setting the stage for other cooperative economic develop-
ment projects in western New York. Segments of the training project"'
were offered by Erie Community College, State University College at
Buffalo, L'ie State University of New York, University Center at Buf-
falo, Canisius College, and the Erie County Board of Cooperetive
Educational Services Occupational Training Center. The coninitoii,
college's segment of the training was financed through the New York
State contract course legislation, while other parts of the project were
Funded throng!' the .Job Partnership Training Act, Vocational Educa-
tion Act, and company ices. In addition to the SPC training, the proj-
ect included instruction in metrics, motivational training, computer
terminology, use of gauges, and tool changes.

Niagara ( :aunty Community College's statistical process con-
trol instruction involved two types of courses, both, connected to Harri-
son Radiator Division of General Motors Corporation and funded
through Ihe contract course program. Harrison Radiator Division, as

Niagara (:aunty's largest employer, employes 7,000 people in several
plants ill Lockport, New York. The production facilities are located
appoximaIrly telt miles front the college's main campus. Several year:
ago, the company began a quality circle program aimed at increasing

7 d
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employee morale and participation in productio . The company also
decided to design a technique that involved production workers directly
in the discrimination of their product's quality. In 1983, Harrison chose
to use statistical process control as the method of achieving this out-
come, and the.company contracted with the community college to pro-
vide the required instruction. The company took this approach because
they discovered, like so many other firms, that community collegeS can
provide the training at lower cost and that this approach does not
require the company to remove corporate employees from normal pro-
duction and management responsibilities.

Of note is that the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges (AACJC) has joined in an effort with the Ford Motor
Company and Jackson Community College in Michigan to train com-
munity colleges across the country in methods of teaching statistical
process control. The result will more than likely be a large increase in
SPC training programs provided by community colleges.

Course Development Procedures

Although three general 'approaches for developing training
courses exist, New York State community colleges seem to prefer one of
two approaches for developing contract courses. The first approach
involves sending college staff to local industries to meet with personnel,
training, and manufacturing representatives to learn about the compa-
nies' human resource development needs and the role that the college
van play in satisfying them. At least four colleges have specialized posi-
tions for this function: Niagara County Community College, Monroe
Community College, Mohawk Valley Community College, and Gen-
esee Community College. In each case, these individuals report to the
chief continuing education officer. At meetings with company represen-
tatives on site, college personnel learn about specific training needs that
cannot lie met through the regular curriculum and that require a
custom-designed training program (or programs). The college repre-
sentatives then return to the company with the faculty members who

are able to address the training needs, and the faculty and company
representatives develop appropriate courses,

An alternative approach is for colleges to put together "canned"
training packages standardized to meet the needs most often requested.
These "canned" programs arc then described and "sold" to company
officials. The third alternative is a combination of the first two. In these

cases, custom-designed programs are developed and, when successful
for one company, are standardized and sold, sometimes with modifica-
tions, to other firms.
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Conclusion

New York State has recognized the value of placing resources at
the disposal of its community colleges as incentives to increasing college-
employer linkages for improved worker productivity. The value of this
state priority becomes clear when one sees how instrumental it was in
the development of statistical process control courses, which helped to
improve the productivity of over 1,500 employees of seven different
companies in courses provided by seven community colleges.

New YorA.experience should serve as an example of how a
relatively simple, nonbureaucratic, low-cost, statewide program can
have a profound impact on corporate training. The key to success is the
existence of a ready delivery system, and, in most states, that system
exists in their community colleges.
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The role training has pluyed in improving productivity
at Corning Glass Works is described, and suggestions for
educators entering the "training business" are provided.

Partnerships for Employee
Training: Implications for
Education, Business, and Industry

David B. Luther

The education corm-114114y in the United States is faced with an out-
standiDg opportunity ghat is difficult to refuse but easy to tnisunder-
stand or mismanage. It is an opportunity that could have a major
impact on the future growth and prosperity of the education profession.
The opportunity does not reside in the more well-known areas of coop-
eration between industry and education, such areas as executive pro-
grams, corporate on-site degree programs, or research-based consorti-
ums. Instead, it is based on the recognition by American industry that
well - trained, involved, and highly motivated employees are a critical
element of commercial success. Indeed, employee training to enhance
performance and productivity is a major element required to reverse
the United States' declining trend in industrial competition.

Education can and should play a dynamic role in this revitaliza-
tion of the American work force. It is true that for years in many large
American corporations employee training has been pointed to with
pride as an employee right. But current attitudes in industry reflect a
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change from regarding employee training arid education as an
employee right to seeing well-trained employees as a requirement of
corporate success, equally important to (or more important than) state-
of-the-art technology, automated factories, or even short-term financial
brilliance. Education and training are no longer benefits to be offered
simply to those who want them. They arc a must for reaching the new
standards of excellence required in most companies. The economic sur-
vival of many industries is dependent on how /ell they train their
employees, and the education community must be prepared to respond_
to this ever-increasing need.

Sources of Change

We can identify five sources for this change in attitude toward
. employee training. The recession of 1982 was deeper and lasted longer
than many of us guessed it would. The end of the recession has revealed
a massive restructuring of industry: A kw companies have ceased to
exist. Some others will never return to their ke-1982 dominance. Many
look substantially different than they did in the late 1970s with a much
leaner work force. Brand-new companies and even industries have
emerged with new demands and new opportunities. The recession has

`.1 fOrced changes in industry to occur in months that normally would
have taken years.

A second, somewhat older source of change is the inflation of
the late 1970s that, led us to believe we were doing well when, indeed,
wt. were not. Increased prices obscured the fact that fundamental

- industrial processes were losing not only their competitive position but
also their ability to he financially solvent in a tightened economy.
Increased efficiency of world-class firms accentuated the decline of
many American companies, but this was masked by inflation, which
caused a false sense of security.

A third source is the change in the work fOrce population: Large
numbers of blacks, Hispanics, and women have entered the workplace
with very appropriate demands for opportunity and reward. This has
created an ever-expanding work force and a pressure to open all jobs to
all citizens.

A fOurth source is the infbrmation revolution, which seems to
generate ninth - grade geniuses and manager-level computer illiterates.
(:orporations are being led into an advanced-technology revolution, in
many cases, by managers who have a healthy liar of this same technol-
ogy. Future managers will be required not only to be computer literate
but they will also need to be computer managers.

82
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'tin' hilt!) source is Japan, or at least what the name "Japan" sig-
nifies in the minds of many in industryquality, lower prices, govern-
ment assistance, and a unique culture that seems to make the impossible
a rather common occurrence. Also, in the minds of some American
businesspeople, the name generates fear, lear of what the Japanese
phenomenon means to the long-term success of their companies and
themselves.

I suggest that community colleges need to he concerned with
only two of these sources of change in responding to the training needs
of industry ,Japan and the information revolution. The other sources
will die or be replaced: The recession is over; inflation has dropped
very dramatically; and changes in the work force continue but with,
hopefully, improved means for satisfying those demands that today
retmo unanswered.

The Japanese Influence

Any discussion of.Japan must center on the impression that a
synonym for "Japan" is "quality." An expansion of the use of the word
"quality" in industry is critical. Instead of thinking that quality means
how long your toaster will last, expand the definition to encompass
everything we do, from writing good memos, to responding quickly to
a supervisor's request, to building a better automobile. Think of pro-
viding a "quality" work environment that allows and encourages every
individual in that environment to reach his or her maximum potential,
Japan has realized the essential role that (raining plays in achieving
quality. Only when quality becomes pervasive can an organization
start to achieve what Japan has accomplished with the goods and ser-
vices they sell.

Can we (10 it? You bet we can! My experience is limited to
Corning Class Works, but let me give you an example. We make
ceramic substrates for automotive emission control, the basis of the
pollution control system for your automobile's exhaust. We invented
the process; we shipped the first piece to Detroit; we achieved hill-scale
production; hut, less than huh years later, a ,Japanese company was
supplying a better product at a lower price. They threatened to capture
the whole market, which would have cost many Clowning employees
their jobs and caused equipment to become obsolete.

A very determined plant manager insisted on one more chance
) improve (;.inning's competitive standing. Ile expanded training to

unheard-of levels in his plant and solicited the involvement of every
worker, including the sweeper and the file clerk. Because of training

8,3
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involvement I a lot of had work, our workers learned how to do
their ,job right the first tinie and we got the business back in fact, we
now ship to the apancsr auto industry.

Our quality goal for ceramic substrates is to produce no more
than two bad parts per million shipped. We are fleeting that goal. And
everyone in that plant today has a new understanding of what quality
means. Our experience taught us something else, which we should
have known: Our workers want to do a good job, they want to be proud
of their work, and they will do good work if management provides the
tools, training, and leadership. The decline in quality in American
industry is not a labor problem; it is a management problem.

Two ingredients for achieving quality are training and involve-
11) involve people itself requires trainingtraining that includes

everyone from the top of the organization to the bottom and that goes
on'constandv. Training is not a pill to take and fbrget; it is more like
breathinga natural, ongoing process. Of course, there are other ele-
ments involved in achieving quality (communication and recognition
systems, senior management involvement, and union cooperation),
but emplovec training is the ornerstyne, and industry will he looking
to this nation's community college system to help provide it.

The Information Revolution

The inlOrmation revolution has brought computer-aided design/
compute -aided manufacturing CAD/CAM, office automation, desk-
top computers, personal computers, computer work stations, and tele-
conferencing into American businesses. At Corning Glass Works
t( M), c'ompute'r terminals are everywhere. You have to be eason-
ably skilled even to use the new telephone services. How do people
learn to use all this new technology? Through training. In fact, our
re«.ifilv retired chairman had to spend time in class to learn how to use
it digital our message recording feature on his new telephone. Ile was
glad to do so because he learned he could talk to our entire North
American management group with a single phone call. Training pro-
ided him with one more tool with which to deal with change.

Education's. Opportunity,

The industrial market for training, then, is both very large and
very important. At CA M, our goal is to have employees spend 5 per-
cent of their time being trained or educated; that is equivalent to an
fraitution with 1,000 students all year long. Currently, American
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companies spend $400 per year per employee oiiMttcation and train-
ing or $30 billion per year total, according to Cleveland-Main.Pealer
(19H2). This base level will grow, presenting education with a market-
ing dream. In fart, if I were a venture capitalist, I would invest in the
best training and education development and delivery system I could
find. Many states believe that they have done exactly that through the
establishment and refinement of responsive community college
systenis.

Problems to Be Overcome .

This chapter opened with the statement that, in addition to hav-
ing a great opportunity, education also faces potential misunderstand-
ing and mismanagement in the area of industrial training. Why isn't
education being overwhelmed with requests from industry for help? My
experience says there are several reasons:

1. Some companies have not really recognized the need for a
new understanding of an improvement in quality, and thus they have
not recognized the massive training required to support quality pro-
duction.

2. Some businesses have had bad experiences in asking profes-
sional educators to provide employee training. Offering an off-the-shelf
version of "Business Administration 101" that has been acceptable for
years in the classroom has failed miserably when it has not been what
the customer wanted or needed. Customized training programs that
respond to exact industry needs must become the operating mode of
the education connnunity.

3. Professional educators frequently do not treat their custom-
ers as customers. Flexibility is lacking; knowledge of industry-specific
technology is occasionally not at the leading edge; no attempt is made
to get to know the customer or understand his or her real 'weds; little
attention is given to establishing trust-and credibility.

4. On the part of industry, there is a tendency to underrate the
need for teaching skills, resulting in the primary emphasis in training
programs going to content and less emphasis going to effective delivery.

Suggestions for Educators

If educational institutions are to go into the corporate education
and training business, there are some guidelines that should be con-
sidered. I do not know a great deal about education, but I do know
sonwthing about business. Business is concerned with customers and
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products and services and, of course, quality. I suggest that educators
take the following steps in developing customized training programs:

1. Get to Know the Customer. Learn about the business, the
products, and the competition. Read the annual reports. Read the
credit reports. Officer biographies are public informationfind out
about the people you are dealing with. Find out who the customers are
and who the suppliers are. See if' there are published articles available.
Is the business profitable or in Chapte'r II? Is its market a mature or a
new one? Is the product a commodity, or is a large share of the market
based on a unique technology, product, or distribution system? Are
there ttatements of business strategy available for you to read? To
know the customer's needs, you must know the customer.

2. Learn About the Customer's Problems and Needs. Let him or
her describe the company's problems and tell you what has worked or
not worked before. Keep exploring what you think you heard may
not be what the customer thought he or she said the first time around.
Understand what the customer is trying to do with training. Is it being
established to satisfy a boss's request or a consultant's recommenda-
tion, or is it really to change the organization or meet a specific need?
How is training currently accomplished? Is it in-house or vendor sup-
plied? Is there a strategy? If an education and training department cur-
rently exists, to whom does it report in the company hierarchy? Who is
the 'cal decision maker? How is training funded?

3. Develop a Strategy for Satisfying the Customer's Need. Once
you have helped a company identify a problem or a part of a problem
you think you can do something about, do your homework. How will
you satisfy the problem? What constitutes success? What are the details
for delivery? What are the characteristi.s of' those to be trained? Can
von present alternatives to the (ustonwr? 1)o you know what you are
talking about? How do you make the customer feel that he or she is
Walk in charge? Finally, how do you describe all this SO that the cus-
tomer understands why you are the best choice to satisfy the ompany's
training needs? Remember that the corporate training world is very
competitive, and many private firms will lw direct competitors of edu-
cational institutions as proViderS of training.

4. Do a Good job. Ask for critiques along the way. Ensure that
von It what you say you are going to do. Modify the program as needed
and show that providing a quality training program is a top priority for
Your institution.

5. billow up. 'mene are good salespeople that 'say the sale really,
begins after you get the order, Follow up and find out what went right
and what went wrong (and something always goes wrong). Show will-
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inoss to change and learn from your first saleyou will want others.
A successful program will lead to continued training with a company,
One failure, early on, will effectively eliminate any chance for .future
cooperation.

These suggestions may sound like a quick course in basic sales-
manship. They are. But American industry is very capable of finding
other ways to fill their needs than through professional educators, and
that, in my Opinion, would be a real lbss. The education community
can take advantage of the opportunity corporate training offers, but it
must make the first move.

Why Should Education and Industry Interact?

Many people ask why there should be a liaison between the edu-
cation system and business and industry. The benefits of this alliance
are obvious, but SOCIIC specific industry advantages.to cooperating with
education are:

1. Educators know how to teach. This is a critical element that
has been inissing from many corporate training programs.

2. Customers (business and industry) can see real benefit from
buying seiiites.and avoiding the fixed costs involved in hiring staff to
do the teaching. It is-finaticially viable to subcontract training to educa-
tional institutions.

3, Education can Amd to specialize and become very expert in
one or two fields. This i very tough to do with a corporate staff. By
serving many companies, education can maximize its staffing and
delivery of training programs.

4. Finally, the partnership allows professional educators to
become involved in what promises to be a very exciting time for busi-
n('ss ill America.
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Specific practices that help to ensure an institution!s success
in industrial training are described,

Components of Successful
Training Programs

Dorothy]. Kaplan

Education and training for business and industry require intense effort,
emphasis on detail, and constant monitoring and evaluation. The
foundation of successful programs rests On special attention to program
components. Halfhearted responses by a college to its training pro-
grams will produce mediocrity and program stagnation or failure. This
chapter outlines the essential components of successful training pro-
grams and details practices and techniques for those colleges beginning
or expanding training services.

Institutional Commitment

An extensive program of business and industry training requires
support from the college president, hoard of trustees, administration,
and faculty. maintain this support, the college must establish a com-
munication network that includes all constituencies in order to !Oster a

team concept and to ensure that the program has knowledgeable
spokespersons and supporters throughout the institution. A monthly
memorandum listing programs in the pkinning and initiation stages is
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a minimum effort. Included in this memo should be infin.mation 00 all
companies contacted and all work in progress. A brief update at trustee,
administrative, and faculty nieetings, reviewing accomplishments as
well as plans, encourages positive relationships, Brief articles in house
organs provide additional.information to the entire college community.

The President's Role

In a study concerning service to industry' conducted by the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education (Wartnbrod,
Persavich, and 1;Angellc, 1981), a critical .element for success was
found to be the strong leadership of the college president. A sucessful
way of demonstrating this interest is for the president to sponsor break-
fast or luncheon meetings with chief executive officers (CEOs) of local
companies. li(t)re and (luring the meal, company personnel can be-
introduced to campus, given general infiwmation about the
college's traditamal programs, inf0rmed of the college as a business and
indiistry train ing.resource, and shown a brief', professionally prepared,
audiovisual presentation. 'Phis presentation can emphasize the mission
of the colIege, visually reinforce program highlights, and demonstrate
the college's economic impact on the community. The total contact,
including the served meal, should not exceed one hour.

Such a series of on-campus meetings requires careful planning
and coordination. One chief executive officer should be scheduled at a
time, and this individual should 1w invited to bring one or two staff
peopl. Fnini the college, in addition to the president, one or two peo-
ple, such as the dean of the business division, the director of inthistrial
programs, or the director of institutional advancement (whose office
might handle the logistics of the meetings), should attend. The total
gnaw should not exceed six to eight people to allow for a free and easy
exchange of ideas.

Since image building is an important goal of these meetings,
thought should be given to the meal's setting and ambiance. First
inter ,sions arc important. The menu obviously Amulet be appropriate.
Si w e time is also a critical element to success, prompt, professional,
and imobtrusive service is essential. A small private (lining room or a
hoard room could provide an excellent setting fin. the meeting.

These meetings have several potential benefits. Most important
is the general public relations value of exposing the company's CEO to
the college, its programs, lacilities, and personnel. The meeting gives
the college president the opportunity to meet company personnel on the
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president's own turf in order to sell (however softly) college programs,
Further, it provides company personnel with what may be their first
opportunity to "buy into" their conummity college. By the use of a few
simple leading questions, college personnel can learn much about the
company, its history, current operations, and plans. The information
gathered at these meetings can be of sufficient benefit to the college's
planning process to justify the time spent on thetn,.even if the gather-
ings produce few training prospects.

From a view of selling training, even more specific benefits can
occur. The meeting may serve as a catalyst fbr the corporate president
to crystallize vague ideas into firm action plans. If this happens, the.
college benefits because it becomes involved at the very beginning of
the planning process. During the meal, the GEO will often specify the
individual who should be contacted at the company to pursue future
discussions. This opens the door for the initial, all-important, appoint-
ment at the business, and it also provides the publicly acknowledged
backing of the company's president, which is invaluable.

In the worst-case scenario, if the company is absolutely not
interested in training, the breakfast meeting saves the college stall time
that [night have been spent in proposal preparation, yet it ensures that
company personnel know of the college's interest in the firm.

In the .Wartnbrod, Perstivich, and L'Angelle (1981) analysis of
successful elements in industry and education collaborative programs,
foremost was the recognition that there must be good, clear communi-
cation among key persons in industry and education. To achieve this
level of commimication, industrial and educational personnel must
understand each other's roles and responsibilities and what each can
offer. Presidential breakfasts or luncheons are excellent opportunities
to begin this communication link, but the process must be Iiillowed up
at lower levels.

Practitioners in the VVarmbrod, Persavieh, and L'Angelle sur-
vey also concluded that a critical element for success is the support of
administrators and 'Utility within the college. Administrators and fa-
ulty must see training programs as part of their institutional mission
and recognize the benefits. The college president, by his or her interest
and active involvement, establishes the context for this support.

Institutional Flexibility

Although educational institutions are not knoNvii for their flexi-
bility and (wick responsv to need, these attributes must be developed if
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a college is to be successful in training. Companies want everything
yesterday and assume that anything necessary to their operation will be
available by tomorrow at the latest.

The Warmbrod, Persavich, and L'Angelle survey contained
two items related to flexibility. First, educational institutions should
have a quick response time to meet the needs of industry. Quick
response requires knowledgeable and skillful college personnel. These
individuals must 1w capable of defining training needs based on an
analysis of the required job or the specific instructions of company per-
sont,e1, writing training plans, developing instructional material,
recruiting stall', and pricing, implementing, and evaluating programs.
Skill in developing courses also can help provide quick delivery and
successful outcomes.

Second, there must he institutional flexibility in: meeting the
needs of industry. Such flexibility must extend to the scheduling of
courses, assigning of faculty, and designating of locations where
courses can he offered. Program times, length, and location must be
consistent with the company's hours and needs. Flexibility is also needed
in selecting the mode of instruction that is, the delivery system (Penn-
sylvania Department of Education, 1983).

Instructors

el'he expertise of full-time faculty is of inestimable value in con-
ducting training programs; however, because-of industrial scheduling
demands and the requirements of regular college schedules, full-time
faculty are not often available. Therefbre, the college must have at
hand a cadre of training consultants who can serve as instructors. Most
of these individuals are otherwise employed but available for short peri-
ods of time from their companies by utilizing such mechanisms as
release time, vacations, off-shift time, or leaves of absence.

In in Idition to careful reviews of technical and teaching qualifi-
cations, all consultants should he intervieWed to ascertain their enthusi-
asm and personality as well as their energy. It is highly desirable fir the
c(msultant to have work experience in the field. Nothing hurts the cred-
ibility of a program more than the presentation of "theory" ,,vithont the
reinforcement of practical experience.

In addition to using newspaper ads to identify qualified instruc
tors. contact with local training and personnel directors will also often
produce qualified candidates. These directors can usually he contacted
throng') their prolessional associations, Professional organizations of
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a011nlantS, liyS, and data processor; are also yaltial)le sources
of personnel for training programs in these fields.

Retirees are 'an additional source of qualified instructors. 'Flies:.
motivated and enthusiastic itidkiduals bring a wealth Or information,
skill, and knowledge to the classroom. l'hey can be contacted through
personnel otlict.s of local firms or organizations for refired persons such
its Servi«. Corps of' Retired Executive (S(.()I.I',) or the American Asso-
ciation of 1(etired Persons (AAlt P).

Needs Assessment

The training needs of every companyae different. 'These nt..e(is
traditionally are determined by conducting, formal needs assessments.
thseryation, personal interviews, and questionnaires areutilizet1 to

accumulate the data necessary to construct a meaningful program
ThiS time-honored approach, ho.wever, niay he changing. The

State Technical Instiftite in klemphis, Termessee, does not use Innual
needs assessment surveys. Their experience has shown that a company
generally kii(ms what it needs. In their technique, the institute person-
nel listen to company personnel, make suggestions, and then suggest
class outlines or a curriculum. This informal approach to needs assess-
ment, they report, has worked well lin. both the institute and its clients
(11'arinbrod and I:midis, 1983).

Basic Elements in the Development of
Industrial Training Programs

All programs and courses, regardless of (lieir sophistication,
contain variations of the following elements. Since diem satisfaction in
Ole learning, process is dependent on the attitudes and perceptions of
the employee-students and the personnel of the firm, as well as on

v11;11) 11()\' "'Ind 11('''' \\*(11 tilt' (1111)1()Yrcs Iran' im" subxccluc Wily
peform, each of the f011oying elements requires careful attention alul
satisfactory

Etment I. company and the college must agree on the
idntific anon of the training need and the outcomes that are to occur
from the program. The agreement (usually fOnially documented ill
some (vime of contract or memorandum of miderstanding) should specify
the terms of the prolioseil program or course, including initial determi-
nations of the type and scope of training, numbers of individuals to be
involved, time, price parameters:, evaluation methods, and provisions

9 ti
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that specify the mechanism for both parties to agree to new or adjusted
conditions to their contract,

Element 2. An instructor-trainer with the required experience,
knowledge, and skills available during the time specified by the com-
pany must be identified. As will be explained in the next section, more
sophisticated or larger programs with several components may use a
curriculum specialist to conduct a task analysis and develop a training
plan and curriculum. A program coordinator to administer, coordinate,
and serve as a. liaison between the company and the college may also be
employed.

Element 3. A meeting between the instructor and company rep-
resentatives is held for infiirmation gathering and to begin the specific
course planning process. It is important for the instructor to speak to all
individuals at the company directly related to the programs. During
these conversations, the instructor can ascertain first hand the compe-
tenies needed to he learned as well as the skill levels of the participants
to be taught. A visit to the work sites and observations of the company's
ongoing operation arc also important to instructional.planning.

Element 4. The design and development of the course should be
completed by the instructor whose knowledge of the subject area helps
determine the course length and content. The resources of the college
library, audiovisual department, handouts, overhead transparencies,
slitees, course outlines, and test materialare made available to the
instructor. Access to instructors ih the same or related fields, ifavait-
able, can also be a tremendous asset.

Element .5. Course outlines should be reviewed by appropriate
college personnel and shared with company representatives. At this
point the company has an opportunity to review the program and verify
that the outline and the stated objectives will meet its specific needs.

Further Comments on Complex Programs

Programs that are complex require much more than course
development by a single instructor. In these situations, fOrmal task
analysis and the development of a training plan by a knowledgeable
curictilinn coordinator arc required. This individual meets with com-
pany representatives and develops a total program based on the required
components, In some instances, this process could even involve the
development of a training manual to serve as a text for the program.
Obviously, tees tier the curriculum coordinator, the development and
printing of the manual, and all other such services are additional items
to be funded,

,
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Contracts

A clearly written agreement or contract is most helpful in achiev-
ing successful completion of training programs. When the duties and
responsibilities of each party are clearly delineated, misunderstandings
are reduced.

The controlling document can he as informal as a letter of under-
standing or as formal as a contract, but either should address the fol-
lowing points:

Program Title and Brief DescriptionParagraph giving program
title, a description of the course content, and what is to be
accomplished by whom
ScheduleDates and times the classes will take place
Physical FacilitiesLocation of training site
I...quipment .List of special equipment required (such as pro-
jectors) and who is supplying it
Instructor Name of instructor and a brief biographical deserip-
t 01 highlighting his or her relevant experience
Number of Trainers Number of participants, including a mini-
mum and maximum class size
/''e List including the components of the total figure, such
as the tuition as agreed to earlier and any additional charges
for curriculum, t:onsultant, textbooks, meai charges
Alethad and Time of PaymentBilling arrangements (liar ex-
ample, billed 50 percent at start of program and 25 percent at
midpoint, or billed at conclusion of program) or any other
specific arrangements to which the college and company have
agreed. (If there is any penalty fO cancellation of the pro
grain, or any other special considerations, the specifics should
he included. This is particularly important where there is
potential for the company to be forced to cancel the program
ifter development but prior to presentation.)
SignaturesCompany and college representatives should sign
and exchange copies of the agreed-upon document.

The format of the contract will depend on the policies and pro-
cedures of the individual institution, However, a standard methodology
60tild be developed and used by all involved parties.

I nstructor's Contract

In fix al rangements between the college and the instructor and
0) avoid misunderstandings, a contract or letter of understanding should
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l'Xiq 11101 «1111,1111S, di 'CAS!, die following: minus of the instructor;
college name and mune ontracting firm; program title and a brief
tlescription of course content; schedule of classes; address of specific
training site(s); individual to contact at company, if necessary; pro-
jected number of trainees; list of equipment needt.c1; obligations of
instructor related to 111c dcyclopIllelli of COW'S(' contt.nt and material;
expected methods ()revaluation or trainees, instructor, course, and pro-
gram; salary; method and time of payment; and authorizing signatures.

Recognition

A certificate of attendance presented at the last class session,
hopefully presented by the company representative, provides docu-
mentation. of accomplishment. It is a vital part of every program.

In at kilt ion, the granting or continuing education units (CEUs)
serves as an additional public relations tool. A national effort has been'
underway for several years to grant a form of credit for credit-free career
training and I lifelong learning. One CEU for every ten hours of training
may he granted by au accredited institution for courses and/or experi-
ence that the accredited institution considers to be career applicable.
Accrual of CF,Us signifies professional development and provides a
mechanism for recording these achievements.

Evaluations

Continual program evaluation in writing is essential kir enhanc-
ing. updating, and improving its procedures and managenicnt. This
assessment record allows for future tracking and planning based on
speuffics. :entral to this process is an evaluation instrument to filled
in by each trainee. The information from these forms becomes a cri-
tique or the pntgrain (.0111(111 and individual presentations. The data
shoidel he shared with the company and used as a developmental tool in
designing Moire programs. Student evaluations also serve as an eval-
uation of the instructor, which aids in making future assignments.

Courses that are based on specific skill development have a
practical and critical test: Ille participant's mastery of the skill being
taught

In nontechnical pr0gra111s, such its management development,
it is ditlictilt to measure. immediate concrete results. In such rases,
repeal business is one measure of a course or a center's success.

The written evaluation by the tollegc of a program is useful in
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planning new projects, and it can serve as a "reference when contact-
ing new companies. In addition, the act .of evaluation by the college
demonstrates to the company that the institution is concerned about
the quality of the program and its ability to meet the firtn's objectives.

Mailing List

Mailing lists must be developed and continually edited. When
possible, the name of a specific individual should be part of the address,
but it is important to update these names as individuals change positions.

The most important list 14 community college training person-
nel contains the names of personnel directors at local companies, These
names can sometimes' be acquired from local chapters of American
Society for Personnel Administration (ASPA) or ASTI), or they can be
developed from a chamber of commerce mailing list or by going
through the telephone hook. Computerization of lists allows for easy
subcategorization. Sonic of the subcategories found to he most useful
include those that list personnel directors by industry or business (such
as banks, manufacturing companies, retail establishments, and so on).
Such subrategorization is helpful when ()Hering seminars, workshops,
and prolvams tailored to specific groups,

Organizational Contact

It is very important to have ongoing contact with local organi-
zations, especially those comprised of business representatives, person-
nel managers, and training directors. It is not necessary to have one
individual as a member of all organizations. With total faculty and stall'
knowledge of customized services, various individuals can belong to
organizations and he re:;ponsible Inr spreading the word of program
avoilability as well as bringing bark leads of companies interested in
programs. In addition, the exchange of infbrination at such meetings
allows the colicge to 1,:e q) in touch with current business trends and
developments.

Marltetinv the Program

A cofiege cannot announce tfiroogh the nev.spaper t,Ilat training
programs are al ailabie and then back waiting for rviorc aggrrs-
,,ive steps are nrcess,try. Personal contaet with tin personnel directors
olarva firms request int; on appointment is the first step. In :hest pinyie
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conversations, college personnel should stress the benefit to these per-
sonnel directors of participating in a brief meeting.

A mailing to companies explaining the college's available ser-
vices may be another beneficial marketing approach. Triton College in
Illinois, fur example, sends a letter to a company president or director
()I' training, opening with "Are you running a business or are you run-
ning a school?" It then goes on to introduce Triton's offer to conduct a
training needs assessment for the company, at no cost or obligation to
the firm, and extends an invitation to call the college or return an
enclosed postage -paid card.

'1.0 companies who do not respond, 'Triton sends a follow-up
letter (Warinbr(al and Faddist 1983) that begins:

Dear Executive:

I'd like u) take this opportunity to compliment you Your em-
pl()yee training programs must be operating at peak efficiency
level... accomplishing all the things that you want them to..
1// thew things weren't true, you'd be asking me to tell. you more about Triton

for training (p. 142).

Nlarketing a college's capability to provide -customized training
is much like selling a product, so it is imperative that a marketing plan
be developed and salesmanship skills be honed and utilized.

Conclusion

A successful business and industry training program requires
total institutional commitment. The support of the chief executive
officer is a critical element in achieving positive results.

Be, Aime business and industry require rapid decision making
and sch 'lig, flexibility is necessary to offer services to this audience.
'I'ltis is um Ihc operational norm at most postsecondary institutions;
extra thought must he given to establishing a workable delivery system.

Instructors must have working industry experience, and course
content MUSE he IVICVailt. In -house procedures must be established,
and attention to detail is of vital importance.

A basic ingredient in program success is marketing. Business
and industry services are competitively marketed, and it is necessary to
establish procedures that will compete successfully, Such services must
be perceived by industry as a major focus of the institution, nut as an
afterthought.
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Material abstracted from recent additions to the Education
Resources Information Center (ERIC) system provides
further information on contracted instruction and other .
community college services to business and industry.

Sources and Information:
The Community College
Role in Economic and
Labor-Force Development

Jim Palmer, Anita Colby, Diane Zwemer

Contracted instruction is one mechanism by which community colleges
lend their expertise to area businesses and industries. Under the
leadership of the American Association of Community and Junior Col-
leges, such college - industry collaborations have become a major theme
of community college spokespersons. Indeed, many practitioners and
administrators argue for an expanded community college role, one that
makes the colleges not only a center for classroom instruction but also a
partner with business and industry in a nationwide effort to foster eco-
nomic recovery and growth.

The ERIC documents and journal articles cited in this chapter
represent the growing literature on this proposed community college
role. The citations, culled from a search of ERIC's Resources in Education

and Current Index to Journals in Education, are grouped into five sections.
Items in the first section discuss the broad topic of the community col-
lege role in labor-force and economic. development. The second section
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lists items dealing with college-business partnerships. These are followed,
in the third section, by documents that examine college responses to
changing technologies in the workplace. The last two sections list items
that discuss employer needs assessment and contracted instruction.

Those items marked with an "ED". number are ERIC documents
and can be ordered through the ERIC Document Reproduction Ser-
vice (EDRS) in Alexandria, Virginia, or obtained on microfiche at over
650 libraries across the country. Those items without "ED" numbers
are journal articles and are not available through EDRS; they must be
obtained through regular library channels. For au EDRS order form
and/or list of the libraries in your state that have ERIC microfiche col-
lections, please write the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges,
8118 Math-Sciences Building, UCLA, Los Angeles, California .90024.

The College Role in Labor-Force Development

Boyd-Beauman, F., and Piland, W. E. "Illinois, Arizona Find Great
Resources in Colleges." Community and ,Junior College ,Journal, 1983,
54 (3), 18-20.

. . .

The authors review the findings of a study undertaken to determine the
status of economic development programs within community colleges
in Illinois and Arizona. The study revealed, among other findings, that
most colleges take on the responsibilities of making initial contacts with
area industries, developing specially designed training programs for
those industries, and marketing college programs and services to the

\business minmunitv. The authors conclude with an outline of live
strategies that should be included in college, economic developme t

plans.

Ellison, N. NI. "lw:CC.: An Important Community College Initiative."
Paper presented at the Business Industry Coalitio'n seminar spon-
sored by the Kansas Association of Community Colleges, Topeka,
January 24, 1983. 14 pp'. (ED 227 891)

Ellison notes the variety of human resources development agencies that
are involved in employment and job training efforts,,.describes the "Put
America. Back to Work" project of the American Association of Com-
munity and Junior Colleges, and argues for a strong role in the devel-
opent of local business-industry councils (RICO. He stresses the
importance of research and planning to the viability of BIC: programs
and argues that colleges will lose credibility if they do not take on a
leadership role in cooperative efforts with business to promote human
resource development.
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Eskow, S. "The Community College and the Human Resources Devel-
opment Council: Thwart] a NatiOnal Training Strategy for the United
States." UnpubliShed paper, 1982. 21 pp. (ED 238 459)

Noting e increased demand for technically trained workers in today's
cono y, Eskow argues that community colleges, more than any other
public or private agency, are best suited to takeon a leadership role in a
national job development effort. To this end, he advocates the estab-
lishment of human resources development councils (HRDCs) at com-
munity colleges. Each HRDC would coordinate the efforts of indus -
!ries, education, and government in developing technology transfer
networks, providing job training programs, creating local economic
development plans, and bringing new training resources into the com-
munity.

Eskow, S. "Putting America Back to Work: Phase II." Community and
junior College Journal, 1983, 54 (3), 12-14.

Eskow proposes a five-part agenda for phase II of the "Put America
Back to Work" project, an effort undertaken by the American Associa-
tion of Community and junior Colleges to place two-yea colleges at
the forefront of a national job training strategy: The agenda calls on
colleges to lead local forums or "town meetings" on economic develop-.
merit; to initiate cooperative efforts among business, government, and
education; to provide leadership in the development of community eco-
nomic development plans; to establish technology transfer networks;
and to assess community education and training needs.

Mohn, M. (Ed.). Primary Partners in Economic Development: Cooperation in
High TechnologyCommunity Colleges, Business and Industry, Labor and
Government. Conference proceedings, Seattle, Washington, August 20,
1982. Seattle, Wash.: Seattle Community College District, .1982.
112 pp. (El) 231 495)

These proceedings summarize the presentations made at a conference
that was conducted, in part, to promote the state community college
system as a primary %/chile for economic recovery. Individual presen-
tations discuss cooperative programs between community colleges and
industries in the state of Washington, the role of North Carolina Com-
munity colleges in training workers for new and expanding industries
in the state, and the role of community colleges in solving national eco-
nomic problems. Viewpoints from business, industry, and government
are represented.
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Putting America Rae4 to Work A Concept Paper. Washington, Amer-
can Association of Community and junior Colleges, 1982. 12 pp.
(El) 214 577)

This paper notes the lack of a national policy on employment deVelop-
mem and discusses the potential contribution Of two-year colleges to a
national job training efliwt. These- potential contributions are in areas
including training for specific occupations in industry; literacy educa-
tion; the provision of assistance to operators of small businesses; and
the coordination of labor, education, and business organizations in
local economic development prbgrams. The realization of these poten-
tial contributions, the authors argue, awaits only national leadership in
the establiShment of a coordinated, nationwide approach to human
resources development.

Owen, H. J. "Program Planning for Economic Development in Com-
munity and 'Technical Colleges.' Community Services Catalyst, 1983, 13
(4), 18-23.

After describing North Carolina's commitment to economic develop-
ment through the state's community and technical college system,
Owen details the role of the colleges hi several labor-three development
efforts: cooperative skills training centers at which industries and col-
leges assess local training needs and develop needed programs; appren-
ticeship programs; a new and 'expanding industry program that pro-
vides new businesses with trained workers; in-plant skill training pro-
grams; and traditional vocational programs. The article concludes with
an outline of factors that testify to the success of North Carolina's eco-
nomic development policies.

Tyree, L. W., and McConnell, N. C. Linking Community Colleges with
Economic Development in Florida. ISH E Fellows Program Research
Report No. 3. Tallahassee, Fla.: Institute for Studies in Higher
Education, 1982. 32 pp. (El) 226 785)

Drawing upon a review of the literature, the authors discuss the need
for increased cooperation between colleges and industry in labor-three
development, examine the role of state government in initiating and Ibs-
tering such cooperation, and describe the relationship between education
and industry in Florida. The report concludes with seven suggestions
for strengthening the connnunity college role in future economic
development. These recommendations stress the need for strong gov-
ernment support for that role, Unproved assessment procedures that
document the eflectiveness of college programs, the provision of train-
ing at the work site, and greater use of contracted training agreements.
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College-Business Partnerships

Keyser, j., and Nicholson, R. S. "College/Chamber Synetgy." Commu-

nity and, Junior College .Journal, 1982-83, 53 (4), 38-39.

A. discussion is provided of the relationship between Mount Hood
Community College and the local chamber of commerce and their
mutual interest in gaining improvements in the educational, social,
and economic aspects of the community. The article highlights such
programs as breakfast seminars, community leadership programs,
international forum series, and r. chamber-sponsored legislative activ-
ity, as well as the role these programs play in initating "a synergy which
will strengthen both organizations and the communities served" (p. 39).

Learn, R. L. "A Comparison Between Business and Industry Linkage
Structures in Pennsylvania Community and Junior Colleges, and
Those \Described in the Literature." Unpublished master's tifeSis,
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, 1983. 51 pp. (ED 230 253)

This research report details the methods and findings of a study con-
ducted to compare and contrast the business and industry linkages high-
lighted in the community college literature with those in place in Penn-
sylvania's community and junior colleges. In addition to an extensive
literature review, the reportincludes a discussion of the kinds of linkage
programs currently operating in these institutions (tin example, cus-
tomized training programs, utilization of business and industry person-
nel, arid practical work experience programs for students), the types of
progranis in existence in other states that are not being used in Pennsyl-
vania (such as physical resource sharing); and the administrative and
operational structures of the existing programs.

Parnell, I).. and Yarrington, R. Proven Partners: Business, Labor, and Com-
munity Coll, AA(: JC Pocket Reader I. Washington, D.C.: Ameri-
can Association of C:onnnunity and Junior Colleges, 1982. 59 pp.
(El) 214 582)

This booklet provides brief descriptions of cooperative arrangements
made by thirty-eight community colleges in twenty-three states with
local businesses, industries, and labor unions in order to meet employee
needs for training. The program descriptions include information on the
nature of tly program, problems to be addressed, types of courses and
training provided, source of instructional staff, support services avail-
able, company contributions in terms of released time for employees,
facilities, equipment, and funds, and the name of a contact person for
further information.
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Rinehart, R. l.. "Industry-College CooperatiOn: New Components,
Barriers, and Strategies." Paper presented at the annual convention
of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges St.
Louis, Mo., April 1982. 16 pp. (ED 215 739)

This paper describes a variety of linkage components that can help
build and maintain effective relationships between the worlds of work
and education. The paper examines (1) different forms of industry-
edmption collaboration and their characteristics (for example, cooper-
ative education, work study, apprenticeship, internship, and clinical
experience programs); (2) potential problems and barriers to effective
linkages (such as budget and cost factors, corporate and institutional
policies, and legal restrictions); and (3) means of overcoming these bar-
riers using problem-solving and group interaction skills.

College Responses to Advancing Technology

Barton, T. E., and others. High-Technology 'Training at Greenville Technical
College. Greenville, S.C.: Greenville Technical College, 1984. 37 pp.
(ED 242 380)

The three papers in this publication discuss the response of Greenville
Technical College to advancing technology and the growing demand
for technical training. Among other topics, the papers examine (1) the
college's network of industry advisory councils; (2) the efforts made by
the college to keep abreast of changing technologies in computerized
metal cutting, microprocessors, computer electronics, programming,
and office automation; anc! (3) the initiation of new programs in auto-
mated manufacturing engineering technology and in process control
and instrumentation engineering technology.

Groff, W. H. "Assisting a College's Service Area in the Transition to
the New Technology Society Through Strategic Planning and Man-
agement." Unpublished paper, 1983. 40 pp. (ED 231 453)

Noting the current change from a production-oriented economy to an
information-oriented economy, Groff discusses a strategic planning
and human resource development model used by North Central' Tech-
nical College (Ohio) to keep abreast of technical advances and to assist
its local service district in the adoption of new technologies. He then
examines the role of the college in local economic renewal through
involvement in such projects as the Ohio Technology Transfer Organi-
zation, which helps small businesses diagnose training needs.
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(;ruff, W. II. "( :om Pune'. Literacy: Data and Infbrmation Processing as
the Core of the High-Technology Information Society.". Paper pre-
sented at the 1982 Great Lakes Regional Conference of the Ameri-
can Technical Education Association, November 3-5,.1982. 20 pp.
(El) 223 273)

After describing the eflbrts of North Central Technical College to pro-
ject its data and word processing needs for the next several years and to
implement an institutional commitment to computer literacy, this

paper examines the implications of changing technologies for post-
secondary education. Groff argues that colleges must do more than
provide society with educated persons. Rather, he maintains, colleges
must take a proactive role in facilitating a smooth changeover to the
infbrmation age by identifying the technology needs of area industries,
assisting those industries in the adoption of new technologies, and pro-
viding requisite personnel training.

Landrum, R., and Gluss, M. A. "Colleges Help Communities Vie fbr
Payrolls." Community and ,Junior College journal, 1983, .53 (7), 50-51.

Noting how the community college districts in Arizona operate as coor-
dinators of vocational planning within each county, the authors outline
the efforts of the Maricopa Community College District to meet the
training requirements of high-technology firms in the Phoenix area.
hese'efforts include district participation in the Arizona Association of
Industrial Developers, customized training for area industries, a capi-
tal improvement plan for upgrading training facilities, and the forma-
tion of a high-technology industries advisory council. The article con-
cludes with a discussion of the council's activities (including work
opportunities that allow faculty to upgrade skills) and a checklist of
steps to be taken in forming an advisory council.

Larkin, P. Can Colleges and Universities Supply an Adequate Skilled Work-
Force Jar Iligher-technology Needs in 1990? Problems, Prospects, and Policy
for the Eighties. Research Report No. 82-27. Largo, Md.: Prince
Georges Community College, 1982. 21 pp. (El) 230 222)

I )rawing upon an examination of Bureau of Labor Statistics forecasts
and reviews of the numbers of college graduates in technical subject
areas, this report examines the imbalance between the deMand
technically trained personnel and the ability of higher education to
supply technically trained graduates. In light of this imbalance, the
author advocates increased state funding for high-technology educa-
tion, increased efforts to improve mathematics and science education at
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the elementary and secondary levels, and the provision of flexible pro-
gras for adults who need to update their. job skills.,

Long, J. P. "Industry Speaks to Two-Year Colleges About High Tech-
nology." Unpublished paper, 1%3, 8 pp. (El) 231 492)

This paper highlights the opinions, predictions, and suggestions of
representatives from more than forty firms, who participated in a series
of regional conferences sponsored' by the National Postsecondary Alli-
ance to inform college administrators about industry involvement in
high technology and the role of two-year colleges in preparing students
for technological jobs. The paper notes trends in (1) the role of indus-
try, the military, and proprietary schools in technical training; (2) the
role of computers, robotics, and semiconductors in high-technology
development; (3) technical job opportunities in the health and commu-
nications fields; and (4) the production and distribution of software.

Lynch, E. "Macomb Community College Enters the World of High
Tech." l'ocEd. 1982,...57 (7), 29-31.

lynch outlines the responses of Macomb Community College (Michi-
ga) to the growing need fir technically trained workers in its ser-
vice district and briefly describes the college's programs in interactive
computer-aided design, robotics technology, and word and infbrina-
don processing. The success of each of these programs, the author
notes, is based on the high budgetary commitment given to such pro-
gras and to faculty efforts to keep up to date with the latest technolog-
ical innovations.

Moore, G. R. "Short-Term TrainingWhere the Action Is!" Unpub-
lished paper, 1982. 9 pp. (El) 226 789)

This paper examines two short-term training programs undertaken by
Chenieketa Community College (Oregon) to assist displaced workers
in its local service district. The prc,frams (which offer instruction in
word processing, typing and transcribing, mobile hone construction,
electronic technology, computer operations, microcomputer repair,
and computer-assisted graphics) fbcus on the acquisition of specific
tedinical skills and minimize elective and general education course
work. The author argues that the current movement toward an econ-
omy based on communications and high technologies will require co-
munity colleges to make short-ter training a major part of their
comprehensive curriculum.
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Parsons, M. I I, "Technology ransfer: Programs, Procedures, and
Personnel." Paper presented at a mumd table at the annual conven-
tion of the American Association of Community and junior Col-
leges, New Orleans, April 24-27, 1983. 9 pp. (ED 230 244)

Alter arguing the case for a strong community college role in transfer-
ing new technologies from the laboratory to practical applications in
the workplace, Parsons discusses (1) different ways of implementing
the technology transfer process, (2) the danger of attempting to transfer
technologies that require .prohibitively expensive change, in working
conditions on equipment, and (3) barriers to technology., transkr, such
as high cost or a lack of expertise. The author draws upon the technol-
ogy transfiT efforts of Hagerstown junior College (Maryland) lint illus-

.,
trativc examples.

Rogers, R.. II. Landsat Technology Transfer to the Private and Public Sectors
7hrough Community Colleges and Otker Locally Available Institutions.
Phase III Program, Final Report. Ann Arbor, Mich.: Environ-
mental Research Institute, 1982. 90 pp. (El) 229 065)

This report details the second-year outcomes of a program that investi-
gated methods of making Landsat (satellite imagery) technology avail-
able to private-sector firms through a network consisting of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), a university, a research
institute, local community colleges, and private and public organiza-
tions. In the program, community colleges took on the responsibility
tier classifying neighborhood businesses in terms of technical or infor-
mation needs, coordinating seminars fir potential users and suppliers
of Landsat data products, and serving as local contacts !Or technical
assistance. The authors conclude that community colleges have the
"commitment, expertise, and geographic distribution that is essential

fOr elkutive transfer o... technologies" (p. 52).

Ruh. of SUN Y's Community Colleges in Technical/Occupational Education.

Analysis Paper No. 821. Albany: State University of New York,
Office for Community Colleges, 1982. 18 pp. (El) 215 720)

Citing the increased demand for skilled employees in high-technology
areas, this paper notes three methods used to finance the often expen-
sive technical training programs offered by the two-year institutions of
the State University of New York: (1) a funding fOrmula providing
colleges with bonus monies for students in business and technology
programs that enhance the economic development of the state; (2) the
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provision of state funding for noncredit courses that arc vocationally
oriented; and (3) the provision of state aid for contract courses with
business and industry. The bulk of the report lists occupational pro-
grams approved by SUNY since 1976.

Employer Needs Asiessment

Allen, J. P. Illinois Valley Industry Retention. Program: Final Report. Spring-
field: Illinois State Department of Commerce and Community
Affairs; and Oglesby: Illinois Valley Community College, 1982.
42 pp. (ED 223 310)

this report describes the activities and outcomes of the Illinois Valley
Industry Retention program, which involved representatives from the
state government, Illinois Valley Community College, and local busi-
nesses in an effort to retain existing industries in the area and save pres-
entlyavailable jobs f the area's citizens. The report highlights a study
of local businesses and their site location, training needs, governmental
assistance opportunities, suppliers, perceptions of the advantages and
disadvantages of doing business in the state, and plans for expansion.
In addition to study findings, the report presents recommendations
reflecting industry concerns at the local, state, and federal levels, and it
describes the survey instruments.

Future Skill Needs Assessment of Selected Metropolitan Milwaukee Business and
Industry. Milwaukee, Wisc.: Human Resources SerVices and Mil-
waukee Area Technical. College, -Division of Economic Develop-
ment, 1983. 87 pp. (ED 235 869)

Prepared as part of a research project conducted to identify the skills
that will be needed by businesses and industry in Milwaukee within the
next live to ten years, thii report presents the views of industry repre-
sentatives regarding recent changes in the knowledge and skills neces-
sary to job performance, existing skill deficiencies in current employee&
or job ;Applicants, and new skills and jobs that will be required in the
future. Tilt: study's findings underscore .the difficulty of projecting
future needs due to the rapid' technological changes, employers' dis-
satisfaction with the basic educational skills of prospective employees,
the importance of computer skills, and the prospect of increasing com-
petition between two- and four-year college graduates.

Lyons, D. "Humboldt County Employer Survey." Report prepared as
part of the Humboldt County Labor Market Information Project
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and financed under the provisions of Title VII of the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act of 1973, 1981. 139 pp. (ED 223 276)

This report details thefindings of a study conducted in Humboldt
County to assess the employment needs and requirements of large and
small businesses in the area. Thu report contains pi .:files of local busi-
nesses, information on their familiarity with regional employment pro-
grams, profiles of the entry-level positions within the firms, their expe-
riences with hiring personnel through employment and training pro-
grams and the performance of these employees, and the kinds of
ongoing staff development and continuing education programs offered
through the firms.

Stoehr, K. VV., and BanerdtJ. Walworth County Employer Needs Assess-

ment Study. Kenosha, Wisc.: Gateway Technical Institute, 1983.
43 pp. (ED 229 097)

Findings and recommendations are presented from a study conducted
by Gateway Technical Institute (GTI) to obtain information from local
businesses and industry regarding special high-technology training
needs, plans for expansion, on-site training, interest in cooperative
training programs with GTI, evaluation of GTI-trained personnel, and
other characteristics. The study revealed that, while one -third of the
employers planned to expand, nearly half had no plans for expansion;
tuition reimbursement, in-house training, and release time were the
most frequently cited means of encouraging employees to improve their
skills: and almost half were interested in implementing supervisory
training programs with GTI assistance. The questionnaire is included
with the study report.

1h'illiamson, D. B. Research bindings of Employer Needs Assessment Survey.
Florence, S.(;.: Florence-Darlington Technical College, 1981. 63 pp.
(El) 224 518)

This report presents findings and recommendations from a study con-
ducted by Florence-Darlington Technical College (FD'I'C:). The study
gathered information on the training needs of local employers, discrep-
ancies between employment needs and college programs, and employers'
perceptions of educational priorities. Study findings, based on responses
from 121 local firms, indicated that, though most employers seldom or
never employed EDIT; graduates, they were willing to do so and felt
employment opportunities with their firms were good. They indicated
that graduates needed good sakty habits and the ability to operate and
take care of equipment.

10
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Contract Education

Brown, S. M. A Primer for Colleges Who Intend to Provide Paining in Industry.
Haverhill, Mass.: Northern Essex Community College; and Boston:
Massachusetts Slate Commission on Postsecondary Education, 1981.

22 pp. (ED 210 069)

Based on experiences at Northern Essex Community College, this
paper describes a basic process for the development of community col-
lege programs to provide, aining for local business and industry. The
paper outlines steps in starting a training program, different approaches
for contacting business, and the process involved in designing a pro-
gram to meet the company's training needs. Elements necessary for tile
program proposal are discussed, as well as issues to be considered in
proposal design and negotiation. A model for student follow-up and
various funding models are explained.

Gold, C. L. Contracting with Business and Industry: Use Your Community
Resources. Escanaba, Mich.: Bay de Noc Community College, 1982.

30 pp. (ED 226 768)

A description is provided of Bay de Noc Community College's Con-
tracting with Business and Industry program, a low-cost, interdiscipli-
nary career training program for nontraditional students. The report
desk:401)es how, through contracts between the college and local busi-

nesses, students acquire on-the-job training while participating in on-
campus classes to develop skills in job interviewing, interpersonal rela-
tions, resuni(. preparation, the American enterprise system, and atti-
tude training. The report discusses the program's rationale and assesses
its effectiveness and outcomes. A summary of program costs is appended.

Hotigin, R. F. A Cost-Benefit Analysis for Seafood-Processing Paining Sessions
in the Galveston Bay Area. Texas City, College of the Mainland;
and Austin: Texas Education Agency, 1982. 35 pp. (ED 216 745)

This report details the assumptions, litnitations, procedures, and find-

ings of a cost-benefit study of training sessions for seafood processors
01111111 by the College of the Mainland in Texas. Data collected from
the college and local companies participating in the program, federal
and slate records and statistics, and direct observation revealed that,
lOr every dollar invested by the state in the training program, $1.83

was returned, largely through increased sales tax revenues. The report
includes a descriptive history of the Texas seid'ood harvesting and pro-
cessing industries, which discusses "Ace fluctuations, seasonality, and
labor-force nerds; statistics on wages; and fishing regulations.
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Mahoney, J . R. Community College Centers for Contracted Programs: A Sequel
to Shoulders to the Wheel. Washington, D.C.: American Association of
Community and junior Colleges and United States Department of
Energy, 1982. 77 pp. (ED 229 061)

Based on a survey of thirty-seven community colleges, this booklet
summarizes the characteristics of special community college centers
that provide educational services to business, industry, government,
and other local community groups on a contract basis. This booklet
provides (1) a discussion of factors that have influenced the creation of
such centers; (2) a composite description of the centers' goals, objec-
tives, services, contact and linkage approaches, program development
procedures, and administrative details; (3) a review of problems expe-
rienced by the centers; (4) advice on initiating such programs offered
by survey respondents; and (5) case studies of twelve such centers.

Jim Palmer is a stuff writer at the ERIC Clearinghouse for
Junior Colleges in Los Angeles.

Anita Colby is the documents coordinator at the ERIC
Clearinghouse .hr, junior Colleges in Los Angeles.

Diane Ammer is the user services librarian at the ERIC
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges in Los Angeles.
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From the Editors' Notes

Contracted customized training for business sand industry is a

significant new program focus occurring at community colleges.

The programs are being provided for a wide variety of firms as
a result of a combination of social and economic forces at work in

society for the last decade. This specialized education for the private

sector is one of the reasons why community colleges are gaining in

stature across the country. This volume of New Directions for
Community Colleges describes and analyzes customized education

and training from a number of vantage points. When describing
how and what is being done, the varied viewpoints expressed by

the contributors illustrate that there is, as yet, no one accepted way

to structure or organize a college to most effectively offer training.

What is also clear from the programs described is that loca' l needs

and conditions within the community to be served and within the
college providing the program dictate most strongly what and how

successful programs are offered.
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